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Chapter 1. Introduction 


1.1 Introduction 


“Hunger breeds discontent.”  

The Chinese ancient proverb precisely indicates the importance of food for Chinese society at large. 
From ingredients to the ways of cooking, it is no doubt that Chinese have clearly distinct food culture 

from Western countries (Chang, Kivela & Mak, 2010). In the contemporary world,  the preferences of 
food can be influenced by many ways (Wright, Nancarrow and Kwok, 2001). Along with the wildly 

accessible information on the internet, Chinese are exposed in foreign food knowledge, and at the 
same time, their foreign food preference manipulated by the medias (ibid). 

Gastronomy is available year-round, any time of day and in any weather (Kivela J, John c, 2006, how 
tourists experience a destination).  Tourists may find emotional and touched with their personal  local 

dishes and food cultures experiences, thus, they may be will revisit the place due to the enjoyable 
memories (UNWTO, 2016). Denmark has been always famous of agricultural products, but only 

recently, Danish cuisine becomes well-known internationally (Danish Agriculture & Food Council). 
Much has changed in Danish gastronomy. In 2004, Noma opened their door, and the New Nordic 

Cuisine concept started to draw people’s attentions. The menu inspired by traditional dishes, use local 
and seasonal ingredients to presenting the unique simplicity and freshness (ibid).  

Comparing with traditional mass tourists,  independent Chinese young travelers draw much attention 
from international tourism market (Chinavia, 2013a). According to Chinavia (2013b), Chinese tourists 

who visit Denmark are highly educated and mainly from first tier cities. Also, they plan their trip online 
and sharing tourism experience through social medias. Independent Chinese tourists who travels 

outbound have ten characteristics, which are: younger, richer, more educated, more sophisticated 
travelers, more connected, demanding, enjoy indulging, eager for unique travel, plan extensively and 

stay in one destination for longer periods ( Skift report #1, 2013, p. 5). Particularly, they would love to 
exploring unknown. Conventional travel components can not live up to their curiosities and 

exceptions. Instead, adventurous and lifestyle based travel components become popular (ibid). they 
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eager to experience uniqueness and enjoying pleasure when they travel aboard. Hedonism as part of 

travel spirit for millennial generation, influencing their understanding of travel in general.  

Denmark, especially Copenhagen, has more to offer.  Denmark has undergone a new nordic culinary 

revolution in ten years and it has spread out globally. Noma and chef René Redzepi already become 
iconic features which representing danish culinary industry (Visitdenmark). From ‘smørrebrød’ to 

Michelin-Starred restaurants, Danish food and cuisine experimenting the culinary world. City lifestyle 
based experience tourism offers opportunities which suits independent Chinese millennial travelers 

desire. 

1.2 Problem Formulation 


Cohen and Avieli (2004) mentioned that researches for Asian tourists’ culinary experience in western 

countries has abstained from observation analysis, since the extent that Asian tourists penetrated by 
western cuisine is less. But in recent years, with more Chinese tourists travel independently, their 

focus gradually transfer from conventional sightseeingS to unconventional unique travel activities, and 
many of them especially interested in local gastronomy (Xiang, 2013). Although the interest from 

Chinese tourists to western gastronomy is growing, but for gastronomy tourism study, there is little 
known about Chinese tourists motivations and preferences for with western cuisines, their perception 

for novel gastronomy experience still under investigating (Chang, Kivela & Mak, 2010).  

In relation with this study, the author focuses on Chinese tourists who traveled to Copenhagen, 

investigating their Danish gastronomy experiences with New Nordic cuisines and local foods. By doing 
this, the author brings the research question:   

“ From Chinese tourists gastronomy experiences in Copenhagen, What Danish gastronomic 
related elements can be used as new touristic factors to attracting Chinese tourists” ? 

The following subsidiary research questions are: 
Q1. Who are the Chinese gastronomy tourists in Denmark? 

Q2. What motivation factors stimulated Chinese tourists to experience Danish gastronomy? 
Q3. What are the Chinese tourists perceptions of Danish gastronomy experience when they visit 

Copenhagen?  
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By answering three sub-questions, the author can identify the Chinese tourists preferences when they 
experience Danish gastronomical tourism, insofar as offers promotional suggestions to related 

gastronomy and tourism business.      

1.3 Gastronomy tourism background 


 As the tendency for define sightseer as ‘tourist’, visual attractions are dominating tourists travel 
itineraries, other senses are neglected. But with the growing attention for bodily sense, taste, the polar 

opposite sense from visual, is under exploring (Cohen and Avieli, 2004). Taste is bonded with food, 
especially, food and drink experiences are inevitably include in travel activities (Ibid). Fischler. C(1988) 

identified that food is the central at human’s sense. Tourists consumption food in two faces, some 
tourists attracted by novel culinary experiences, some others take unfamiliar food as an impediment.. 

People hold neophobic tendency when they prudence and dislike unfamiliar food; on the other side of 
the pole, neophylic represent people has intension to explore and try novel and unique food. For 

individuals. both tendencies involved in their taste choice, but normally they identify one tendency at 
predominance position (ibid).  

From Scarpato (2002) piont of view that gastronomy as a tourism product, satisfies all the 

conventional cultural tourism requirements. Developing gastronomy tourism becomes a new strategic 
option for many tourism related places. The relationship between food and tourism are widely 

promoted as a tourism attraction (Richard, 2002). Gastronomy tourism is a fashionable trend for 
people who hunger to experiences local food and create authentic memories. gastronomy tourism 

adds value to tourist experience for those destinations cannot offer ‘sun, sand and sea’, insofar as 
may increasing tourists satisfaction. Food can be a alternative attractions and adds value on 

gastronomy tourists who are seeking for novel experiences (Chen & Huang, 2016 ).  Gastronomy 
tourism fills the gap for contemporary tourists (contemporary youth, business travelers etc.) who is 

searching for new alternative products and experiences (Scarpato, 2002). 
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Chapter 2. Theories


In this study, theories and model are build up to help author focuses on answering the research 
questions, a selection of gastronomy related theories need to be understand and explained by the 

author. The interrelationship between each theory and sub-question interpreted and argued by the 
author, which use for constructing a logical structure for this study.  

2.1  Gastronomy tourists 


The first sub-question ‘who are they’ is to reveal who are the focal gastronomy tourists that this study 

should focus on. This is also help the author to Identifying Chinese tourists characters for who 
participant gastronomy tourism, in order to further capturing their motivation and experiences of 

gastronomy. The fundamental definition about ‘who is tourist' should be addressed first. Cohen (1974) 
gives the definition of the tourists as : “A tourists is a voluntary, temporary traveler, traveling in the 

expectation of pleasure from the novelty and change experienced on the relatively long and non-
recurrent round trip”.   

Oh et al (2016), found out that tourists have the motivations and eventually engage in tourism, many 

of them follow their inherent desires for novelty, experience local cultural and activities (2016). From 
Yuan and Mcdonal's (1990) research, escape, novelty, and prestige are motivation factors, novelty 

ranked at the most important factor for tourists who want to travel abroad. For a destination, Li and 
Cai (2012) argue that novelty seeking is the dominate motivation when tourists travel outbound. 

Fischler. C (1988) identify tourists who attracted by novel culinary experiences hold the neophilia 
tendency. From Scarpato and Daniele (2001), gastronomic tourists are identified as “modern tourists”, 

who pursuit excitement and novelty. The variety of culinary spheres bring tourists the opportunities to 
seek novelty (Quan & Wang, 2004; Mak, Lumbers & Eves, 2012 ).  Tourists may consider to revisits a 

place if there are still novel things for them (Liu, Li & Yang, 2015). In relation with gastronomy tourism, 
who is the tourist seek for novel gastronomy experience is one of the focal point in this study. 
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2.2  Gastronomy motivations


In order to find the motivation factors to answer the second sub-question, Denmark as tourism 
destination with their gastronomy highlights need to be explored. A fundamental question ‘why people 

travel’ can be answered by motivation factors (Jang, Bai, Hu & Wu, 2009). Motivation is a fundamental 
need which drives tourists implement actions to meet their satisfactions (Li & Cai, 2012). But expect 

motivation as the only one contribution to explain tourists actions maybe too much, since there are 
many other interrelated variables also influence tourists behaviors (Crompton, 1979). “Travel 

motivation is a key stage that triggers travel decision before actual travel” (Jang et al., 2009). In 
decision-making context, motivations differ from one context to another, some past experiences may 

also involve and influence tourists motivations (Bansal & Eiselt, 2004). Tourists who motivated by food 
related travel themes, may change their destination or schedule according to their gastronomy 

preferences (Chen & Huang, 2016). There is no homogenous group who has same interests on food, 
tourists’ motivations and preferences on food are differ from one to another. Due to this, it is important 

to understand and differentiate what tourists demands (ibid). Tourists seek for satisfactions by their 
multiple distinguish motivations and needs (Baloglu & Uysal,1996). 

Oh, Assaf and Baloglu (2016) categorized six slow tourism motivations, which included relaxation, 

self-reflection, escape, novelty-seeking, engagement and discovery (p. 209). They based on 
attitudinally goal-driven perception, interpret slow tourism from tourist essentially intrinsic. Slowness in 

a subjective context that travelers intentionally take their trip with slow pace for realization of the 
motivation and goals (Oh, Assaf & Baloglu, 2016). “Push” and “pull” factors are wildly used in 

motivations related research (Dann, 1981; Baloglu & Uysal,1996; Cha, McCleary & Uysal, 1995; Hui, 
Wan & Chi, 2008). Crompton (1979) define push and pull factors within motivations cluster: “The push 

factors for a vacation are psychological motives, which have been thought useful for explaining the 
desire to go on a vacation. The pull factors are motives aroused by the destination rather than 

emerging exclusively from within the traveler himself, which have been thought useful for explaining 
the choice of destination” (p. 410).  
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Slow tourism motivations have the similar reflection on push factors. In recent studies, push factors 

defined as a motivation generate internally from tourists who search for escape from mundane life; 
self-evaluation; relaxation; prestige and novelty seeking (Goossens, 2000). Within slow tourism 

motivations, self-reflection motivation defined as tourists who want to identify their self-statues or want 
to nourishing themselves; escape dominates tourists motivation as the tourists’ desire to detach 

themselves from daily life (Oh, Assaf & Baloglu, 2016). These two type of internal motivation 
differences also investigated by Bagozzi & Dholakia (1999), they believe that tourists motivations drive 

by their focal goals (e.g. escape from daily life) and superordinate goals (e.g. enriching themselves 
from trips). Relaxation refers to away from pressure, for gaining comfort; novelty  seeking is one of the 

important motivation for travelers who want to take adventures at new places and meet new peoples 
(Oh, Assaf & Baloglu, 2016). Tourists who pushed by inner motivations may willing to take slow 

motions to experiences novelty and find self-identity. 

Sometimes tourists want to seek novelty and unusual experiences from their daily life (Quan & Wang, 
2004). Pull factors drive by goal attributes which from outside knowledge about pleasant benefits 

which tourists’ seek. Local cuisine can be seen as one pull factor that attract tourists to experience 
unfamiliarity (Lin, 2009). Pull factors stimulate tourism market by using mass online medias and 

advertisements for promotions (Goossens, 2000).  “In the tourism context, pull factors with respond to 
and reinforce push factor motivation’” (ibid, p. 305).  

In relation with push factors as gastronomy tourists’ motivations, existential and experimental lifestyles 

within “the four lifestyle” model is presented in this study. Hjalage (2004) combines Bourdieu’s model, 
in order to investigate gastronomy tourists. Bourdieu’s model is a stepping-stone that shifted tourism 

theory from judgmental to understand point of view. In this model, tourists who hold modernists 
mindset are the people who are better educated and fearless to experiences novel food. tourists who 

hold self-directed tendency group more extrovert and utilitarian with their mentalities, idealistic group 
more caring and concern not only themselves but also others (Hjalage, 2004). 
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FIGURE 1. AN INTERPRETATION OF BOURDIEU’S MODEL OF FOUR LIFESTYLES
Source: Adapted from Hjalage. (2004, p. 198 )

Based on the push factors, this model helps the author to explore the motivations from gastronomy 

tourists who enjoy novel food and take this chance to identifying themselves.  “Pull” factors identify as 
tourists motivated by certain travel themes from external factors (advertising, world-of-month and 

medias etc.) (Goossens, 2000). Social media is wildly used by travelers, specifically for eWOM, 
participants involve themselves in the online context generate comments, posts and reviews etc. 

(Bronner & Hoog, 2011). By investigating what Danish gastronomy related themes that Chinese 
tourists are exposed and what experiences that they are sharing on social medias, it helps the author 

to identify what Chinese tourists find interested and what type of informations that they would love to 
perceived from online platforms, thus can help the author answer the motivations sub-question for 

external elements point of view.  

2.3  Gastronomy experiences 


In Pine and Gilmore (1998) “experiences economy” concept model (see Figure 2.), they believe that 

memory is a key element in tourist experience. Creation concept which has distinguish reflection from 
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people’s usual experience, either positive or negative experience, both lead to a vivid memory (Oh, 

Fiore & Jeoung,  2007). Thus, in order to benefit for business, service products and experiences need 
to be differentiated and added value, directing to create positive memory for customers. 

FIGURE 2. THE FOUR REALMS OF AN EXPERIENCE 
Source: Adapted from Pine and Gilmore (1998)

Tourist perform as an active or passive participant, immerse or absorb themselves in the travel 

itinerary. According to four tendencies, entertainment, esthetic, education and escapism are four 
categories which identify tourists behaviors (Oh et al., 2007) when they experiences danish food. 

Experience related theories helps the author to getting to know how Chinese tourists participant in 
gastronomy tourism (active or passive, immerse or absorb), and what are their individual’s perception 

of danish gastronomy. “Food is one of the essential elements of the tourist experience” (Hall & 
Sharples, 2003). Mak et al., (2012) distinguished that dining experience is included in the overall 

evaluation of tourist experience, which influencing tourists satisfaction. 
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Sormaz, Akmese Gunes and Aras (2016) state that even accommodations can provide tourists with 

food and beverage, tourists still prefer to go out and experiences local dishes. Cohen (1979) identified 

five tourists experiences modes: the recreational mode; the diversionary mode; the experiential mode; 
the experimental mode; the extensional mode (p. 183). By analyzing the the differentiations between 

individual tourists interests in cultures, lifestyles, and natures elements, a “quest for the center” 
generates and represents which element at the heart in the tourist experiences, which is a indicator to 

segment tourists experiences (ibid). Based on Hjalager’s (2004) gastronomy tourism model (see 
Figure 1.), tourists’ motivations are grouped by four tendencies: modernists, traditionalists, Self-

directed and Idealistic. According these different tendencies, there are four types tourists gastronomy 
experiences: 

For existential gastronomy experiences, tourists actively seek unique restaurants or visit local 

producers where serve simple and unsophisticated local food, they on purposely avoid expensive and 
chain restaurants (Kivela & Crotts, 2006). They motivated to try local food because they believe by 

exploring ‘where only local eat’ and experience local cuisine, they have the chance to gain in-depth 
food cultural knowledge (ibid). For experimental gastronomy experiences, tourists embed dining 

experience into their prestige lifestyle, their focal gourmet interests are quality and fashionable 
restaurants (ibid). Hall and Sharples (2003) argued that it is necessary to distinguish the tourists who 

take food consumption as a part of their travel experience. Those tourists who might change their 
activities, behaviors and even their destination selection for being affected by an interest in food. From 

Cohen and Avieli (2004), experiential and experimental tourists both lead by neophilia tendencies, 
they are interested in local food and would love to try it. Experimental tourists seek novel experience 

more direct and permanently, they take new food preference into their daily life after travel. But they 
also argue that, even some adventurous tourists have neophilia tendency, but due to different 

contexture features, local food still act an actual impediment. Moreover, according to Mak, Lumbers 
and Eves (2012), they point out that the correlation between tourists repetition visit and their interests 

in local food are positive. Instead, the first time tourist do not very active on trying unfamiliar food.  
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For recreational gastronomy experiences, tourists form their travel routine more conventionally and 

conformity. They against fine-dining restaurants and complicated dining process, instead of evaluate 
from the quality of food and wine, they define a pleasant gourmet experience as people can eat 

together without intimidation (Kivela & Crotts, 2006). For diversionary gastronomy experiences, 
tourists desire to get away from their mundane daily life with shopping and cooking, the value for their 

gourmet travel underline with privatization (Hjalage, 2004). While on holiday, they are self-directed 
and prefer to enjoy their own time. Gastronomy experience for diversionary tourists is about social 

with peers instead of focus on food itself. Thus, in contrast with experimental tourists, they would 
rather choose popular chain restaurant with casual atmosphere instead of fine-dining places with 

dress code (Kivela & Crotts, 2006). Tourists-oriented restaurants and popular chain restaurants create 
a sphere for tourists who hold the neophobia tendency, where tourists can eat ‘normal food’ which 

they feel familiar and safe, restaurants create the “culinary environmental bubble”  (Avieli, 2013). 

The model “ Peak touristic experience and supporting consumer experience” (see Figure 3.)  

FIGURE 3. THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE TOURIST EXPERIENCE. 
Source: Adapted from Quan and Wang. (2004, p. 300 )

By Quan and Wang (2004), use in gastronomy research to understanding tourists experiences (Mak, 

Lumbers & Eves, 2012). They based on the three dimensions: contrast, intensification and extension, 
to identifying how far tourism experiences contrast from tourists daily life (ibid). Peak touristic 
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experience is defined as tourism experience sharply contrast from tourists daily life; supporting 

consumer experience is described as consumers daily eating, sleeping and playing behaviors (Quan 
& Wang, 2004). For peak experiences, extraordinary, novel and self-identify can be seen as the 

extension and intensification from daily experiences. Tourists with novelty variety-seeking 
experiences, unexpected novel food experience can give them a joyful and memorable experience 

(ibid). Individual’s want to characterize their own personality and identity, which drives tourists to 
experiences unknown (Mehmet & Marit, 2011). 

As mentioned above, the author based on the most relevant theories, constructed a new structure  

(see Figure 4.) which will help the author answer the three sub-questions and further, answer the main 
question.  
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FIGURE 4. GASTRONOMY TOURISM STUDY
Source: Own made
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Chapter 3. Methodology 


This chapter is focus on research methodology, in order to construct a reasonable structure for 

research process, the author mainly follows the research process from Gray (2009) and Saunders, M., 
Lewis, P. & Thornhill, A. (2015), in order to constructing a logically procedure for this study.     

 

FIGURE 5.  THE ELEMENTS OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS. 
Source: Adapted from Gray. (2009, p. 35).

3.1. Research philosophy


According to Saunders et al. (2015), research philosophy is ‘a system of beliefs and assumptions 
about the development of knowledge’ (p. 124). During the research progress, each stage includes 

types of assumptions. These assumptions give the support to how to understand the research 
questions and how to interpret findings (ibid).  
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Ontology assumptions based on nature of reality, offering the ways of reaching the objects (Saunders 
et al., 2015, p. 127) to understand what is (Gray, 2009, p. 17). Epistemological perspective offering 

indication of how to gathering and interpreting evidence, while help researcher understand if the 
research design will work or not by clarifying problems (Gray, 2009, p18). Epistemology assumptions 

based on knowledge, embodies understanding what it means to know, focusing on what kinds of 
knowledge are legitimate and adequate (Gray, 2009, p. 17). Epistemology less abstract than ontology, 

offering a broader methods (Saunders et al., 2015). In this study, epistemology point of view is 
adopted. The author is focus on to understand what are the Chinese tourists’ perceptions of Danish 

gastronomic experiences in Copenhagen. By understand tourist's own thinking, it helps the author to 
explore what Danish gastronomic elements can be used to attract Chinese tourists, and in which way, 

Chinese tourists feel enjoyable in their dining experiences. 

Based on the aim of this study, Constructivism is adopted. Constructivism argues that truth and 
meaning created by the subject’s integration with the world. Each individual has their own way of 

understand the human knowledge  (Gray, 2009). Gastronomy experience is not a “out there” object, it 
base on individuals characters and their personal understanding of their experiences. Even the 

restaurant and the food are served same from one to another, but guests perceive and experience the 
whole dining procedure independently. So, even there are contradictions, but meanings still exist 

equally (Gray, 2009). In this study, the author trying to explore the motivation factors and Chinese 
tourists perceptions about their gastronomy experiences in Copenhagen. Subjects building of their 

understanding of the meaning independently (Gray, 2009), the knowledges and meaning for tourists 
dining experiences differ from one to another. Thus, the meaning of their gastronomy experiences are 

constructed by their personal interpretation of the trip. There is no right or wrong for tourists to 
understanding their dining experiences, tourists make meanings from their trips.  

Positivism and interpretivism are in the center of epistimologial research debate (Gray, 2009). 

Positivism is aiming to produce unambiguous and accurate law-like generalizations from observing 
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nature science. Highly structured methodology and pure quantitative data are helping positivist 

researchers to applying hypothesis testing (Saunders et al., 2015). In contrast, interpretivism uses by 
qualitative research, to understanding social context setting in a inductive way. Based on a more 

subjectivist perspective, interpretivism emphasis that social actors are different from one to another, 
thus interpretivist research study should realize the complexity of language, cultural and history 

(Saunders et al., 2015). Each individual based on their own preferences, absorbs and interprets their 
experiences differently, so gastronomy experience is a subjective phenomenon which should and 

need to be interpreted by tourists themselves. Interpretive study focuses on investigating what people 
experienced and their perspective of these experiences (Gray, 2009). Based on individual’s own 

identity, the perception and description for experience are unique, individual and qualitative (Gray, 
2009 ). So, based on inductive research and qualitative data collection, Interpretive perspective helps 

the author to investigating Chinese tourists perceptions of their gastronomy trip. 

Theories support the research design and explicitly use for explaining research findings and 
presenting conclusions (Saunders et al., 2015). A general paradigm underlines two scientific 

reasonings process (Gray, 2009). Deductive reasoning (deduction) starts with a general views of a 
scenario then work on specific situation (ibid). In contrast, Inductive approach attempts to generalize 

patterns, consistencies and meanings from fragmentary details (Gray, 2009). For this study, the author 
first focuses on identify gastronomy tourists characters. In order to focuses on gastronomy tourism 

study, segmenting the tourists group can help the author generates a specific gastronomy tourists 
pattern. After identify the tourists group, what are Chinese tourists motivations and the meaning of 

gastronomy tourism to them can be studied. By analyzing the target Chinese tourists, it helps the 
author to understanding tourist’s motivations and perceptions of Danish gastronomy experiences. 

from there, the author may have a deeper understanding which gastronomic elements can be used to 
attracting Chinese tourists.     
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3.2. Research method


In order to see if any patterns and categories emerge out of the data, Inductive reasoning begins with 
data accumulation, then the data are interpreted and analyzed (Gray, 2009) . For this study, qualitative 

interview is adopted to collecting research datas. In order to having a better understanding of the 
problem, induction approach starts with a sample of interviews, then the data which collected from 

interviewees would be make sense when through the analytic process (Saunders et al., 2015). In this 
study, A small sample with qualitative data collection in this approach is more appropriate (ibid). 

Research method is associated with a specific research design (Gray, 2009). The distinguish of 

different research methods can be categorized by numeric and non-numeric data. Quantitative 
method based on numbers, for example, by using questionnaire, generating graphs or statistics, in 

order to analyzing numeric data. Qualitative method based on words, images, videos and other similar 
materials. Interviews is often used by qualitative data collection, adopting categorizing data for 

analysis procedure. Mixed method with quantitative and qualitative are also adopted by researchers in 
order to analyzing different data elements (Saunders et al., 2015).  

This study conducts research by adopting qualitative method. Qualitative method is often in relation 

with interpretive philosophy, phenomenon is studied subjectively, a meaningful and in-depth 
understanding needs to be build by qualitative researchers (Saunders et al., 2015). Tourists  interests, 

expectation and even travel plans are related with subjective individuals (Corigliano, 2011). As stated 
before Gray (2009), induction generally adopted qualitative research which stars with data collections 

instead of brings up hypotheses. Fodness applied qualitative study in order to catch the tourists inside 
perceptions. He explained it as there were little empirical studies which could support by reasonable 

variables and generate interrelationship (1994). For this fundamental study, inductive research can 
help the author more focuses on understanding the meaning of Chinese tourists perception about 

Danish gastronomy. Inductive research uses non-standardize data collection methods (e.g. semi-
structured interview), in order to gain physical access and cognitive access to participants (Saunders 

et al., 2015). In this study, semi-structured interview is adopted for data collection. In order to 
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understand what Chinese tourists think about Danish gastronomy experiences, their expressions and 

emotions need to be captured. By conducting interviews, tourists can express themselves more 
deeply. Principal qualitative research strategies including: case study, grounded theory, ethnography 

and narrative research, in this study, narrative research is adopted. 

3.3. Research strategy 


When conducting qualitative research interviews, using narrative strategy has the chance to capturing 

participants lived experience, in the from of holistic data that can be analyzed within specific research 
context (Gray, 2009). In this study, narrative In-depth interviews adopted as a main method for 

analysis. Based on the theme, interviewees provide either a relatively short or more comprehensive 
story, storytelling inevitably as one way to help interviewees to interpreting their experience (Gray, 

2009). In the given context, researchers as a listener to directing the narration process (Saunders et 
al., 2015). In this study, gastronomy tourism related questions asked by the author, and interviewees 

give their answers following a semi-structured way. Based on the travel and gastronomy experiences 
from interviewees, storytelling is one way that can help interviewees to express themselves in a better 

and deeper scoop. The author as the interviewer responses for leading the whole process, since the 
author is the person who is engaging the whole research . Due to the limited time frame with in-depth 

interviews, narrative strategy has relatively small and designed samples (Saunders et al., 2015). A 
small number of participants are selected with representative features from a larger culture-sharing 

population (ibid). For this study, seven Chinese tourists participated and interviewed by the author. 
Further more, in order to have a broader understanding of Chinese tourists preference and experience 

in Denmark, two specialists who professional at related tourism business are also interviewed by the 
author. In total, nice interviewees participated the interview individually. 

Further more, this study adopts reports to fruitful secondary resources (Saunders et al., 2015). Due to 

the development of the internet, variety types of digital documents (social media contents, 
organization and government reports and online articles, etc.) can be accessed online, insofar as 

provide a broader scope to researchers, which can potentially support for research design (Saunders 
et al., 2015). Qualitative documents allow researchers to analyzing the context or strategies, which 
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may help researcher to depict a rich description of themes (Saunders et al., 2015). Moreover, reports 

and related documentaries as secondary resources, to some extent, in order to make the best use of 
documentary sources as re-analyses data, the quality of original research data along with research 

purpose from documentaries need to be evaluated (Saunders et al., 2015). In this study, Chinese 
tourists perception and danish gastronomy attractions are two focal elements that should under 

market research, related markets reports help the author understand the current Danish-Chinese 
market situation. Reports mainly retrieved from The Chinavia project, which more focus on Chinese 

travelers in Scandinavian market (about-chinavia-project). 

3.4. Timeframe


Considering the timescale for this study, one-time ‘snapshot’ cross-sectional study is adopted (Gray, 

2009). Cross-sectional studies often involve in a specific phenomenon within a given timezone (ibid). 
In this study, the author aims to explore the phenomenon that tourists nowadays getting more  

interested in unconventional travel themes rather than traditional sightseeings. The reasons for 
choose cross-section for this study is, Chinese tourists perceptions about their gastronomy 

experiences can only be expressed after they had the actual dining experiences. Also, in order to 
examine if their expectation meet satisfaction, the comparison also can only be done after they had 

the dining experience.  According Pine and Gilmore (1998) experience economy concept, they believe 
that memorable is a key element in their experience creation concept which has distinguish reflection 

from people’s usual. So, it is also important to capture what tourists remembered after their Gray 
experiences. Longitudinal study is looking for change and development of the study over time (Gray, 

2009). But from the author’s opinion, post-perception is more important which can be focus on 
memory and interaction. 
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3.5. Data Collection Method  


3.5.1 Primary data collection 


Qualitative interviewing has the propose that to explore what is in and on participants’ mind, which 
acquire highly personalized data (Gray, 2009). This non-standard interview can be very helpful when 

researcher conducts an inductive exploratory study (Saunders et al., 2015). This study specifically 
focuses on getting to know interviewees personal motivations and perceptions for their danish 

gastronomic experiences, thus, open-up conversation is important for them to express their emotions 
and feelings.  

In total seven interviewees who traveled in Denmark and experienced the New Nordic cuisines were 

participated in the interviews. Also, in order to get a general perception on Chinese tourists in 
Denmark, two tourism related specialists asked by the author to participated as interviewees. 

Interviews were conducted by the author. The author personally think face-to face interviews can 
achieve more interactions, but due to the time limit and tourists schedules, some interviews also 

conducted online. All the interviews conducted during August, 2017. During the interview, first, the 
author introduced herself and explained to the interviewee with the purpose and the topic of the 

interview. All the interviewees informed in advance and noticed that the whole process will be 
recorded. 

A well-conducted interview is a powerful tool for eliciting rich data on people’s views, attitudes and the 
meanings that underpin their experiences and behaviors (Gray, 2009). During semi-structured 

interview, the conversation between interviewee (tourists) and the researcher (author) along with a set 
of questions which focus on interviewees danish gastronomy experiences. As qualitative research is 

not solid with fixed questions, new questions may occur during the interview. During each interview, 
the questions which asked by the author asks questions by a guideline, following the conversation 

between the author and the interviewee, also because each interviewee has different focal point from 
their gastronomy experiences, so, the order of the interview questions may vary from one interview to 

anther, also some question may add or eliminate according to the interview’s actual experience.    
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Even most of the interviewees can communicate in English, but the author think by communicating in 
their mother language Chinese, both of the interviewer and interviewee may feel more comfortable, 

and the interviewees can express themselves more precisely. After each interview, the author 
summarized and translated Chinese interviews into English transcripts.  

3.5.2. Secondary data collection 


“Secondary data can be further analyzed to provide additional or different knowledge… it is also help 

triangulate findings based on other data” (Saunders et al., 2015, pp. 316). For this study, first, in order 
to respond the first sub-question to identifying who are the Chinese tourists experiences danish 

gastronomy, secondary data from tourism market reports are required. Document secondary data 
include books, journals, and annual reports as text materials (Saunders et al., 2015). For this study, 

reports mainly adopted from Chinavia, which help the author to focuses on Chinese tourists in 
Scandinavian tourism market. 

Increasingly researcher are using web-based materials as document secondary data (Saunders et al., 

2015). In order to understand the current gastronomy tourism focus from the official organization, food 
related Chinese version contents on Denmark official tourism domain “Visit Copenhagen” is taken into 

consideration as secondary datas. Second, the content from interviewees social medias contents also 
collected by the author as documents in which to support to answer the second and third sub-

questions about what danish gastronomy tourism experiences they had and what elements they found 
attractive. 

3.6. Sampling


The semi-structured interviews are implemented by non-probability samples. Non-probability sampling 

seeks to obtain insights into particular practices that exists within a given frame (Gray, 2009, p. 180). 
Based on the purpose and qualitative method for this research, adopting non-probability sampling is 

more appropriate. Criterion sampling is a qualitative sampling strategy which the samples is selected 
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based on the prime focus on the study, and all cases need to meet certain criteria (Gray, 2009). 

Chinese tourists who had danish gastronomy in Denmark are criteria that should meet in this study. In 
order to achieve their detail insights, it is important find samples fit in this special research frame. 

Individual tourists become an emerging tourists group which tourism markets pay more attention; also 
they have more freedom to choice where and what they want to experiences. So, instead of interview 

a group tourists from massive tour, the author is target on Chinese individual travelers who is travel in 
Denmark. Judgmental sampling often choose by qualitative research with very small sample size, 

selected cases should contain particular information that can deal with the research problem 
(Saunders et al., 2015). For enrich the interview data, the author based on how varieties gastronomy 

actives that interviewees involved, judgmentally choose interviewees who had dining experiences in 
Copenhagen.  Saunders et al., (2015) suggest that, when conduct in-depth interview, the sample often 

including 5 to 30 valid and reliable interviews, in this study, nine  interviewees participated individually 
in the interview process.  

3.7. Validation


When conducting qualitative research, the validity of data collection need to take into examination. 

“Mixed methods may be used in order to combine data to ascertain if the findings from one method 
mutually corroborate the findings from the other method” (Saunders et al., 2015, P. 173). triangulation 

which helps strengthen research study, the value of using triangulation is to add in-depth complicity 
and richness the study (Saunders et al., 2015). Due to qualitative research aims to interpreting 

participants reflection in giving context, so it is not needed to replicated earlier research design to 
achieve the same finding. In this study, the author open for data and theory triangulation to enhance 

validation. Different theories adopt to interpret the single set of qualitative data which collected from 
semi-structured interviews. First, Primary data collected from semi-structured interviews, and 

secondary data retrieved from tourism reports and online social media contents. By conducting 
multiple interviews, adopting different theories to analyzing data can improve the quality of the 

research (Saunders et al., 2015). 
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Chapter 4. Chinese gastronomic tourists in Denmark 


In order to identifying what are Chinese tourists motivations and their perception about Danish 

gastronomy, it is important to first identifying who has the willingness to experience foreign food when 
travel outbound and who are exclusively come to enjoy Danish food. 

4.1. Findings


4. 1. 1. Tourists characteristics 


Chinese tourists are the fastest growing group for international outbound tourism market. Due to the 
increased disposable incomes,  reasonable currency and the loosen restrictions of visa requirements, 

independent Chinese outbound tourists has grown incredibly (UNWTO, 2016). Research from Boston 
Consulting Group (BCG) shows the same positive attitude about Chinese outbound tourists growth:  

“ […] it is expected to grow by 17 percent per year over the next decade, driven by rising 
incomes and aspirations. […] China will become one of the largest sources of growth for 

Europe’s travel market “ (BCG report, 2011,  p. 6).  

Even mass tour groups still leading the Chinese outbound tourism market, but the individual tourism is 

growing meteorically. According to Skift report #1 (2013), independent Chinese tourists who travels 
outbound have ten characteristics, which are: younger, richer, more educated, more sophisticated 

travelers, more connected, demanding, enjoy indulging, eager for unique travel, plan extensively and 
stay in one destination for longer periods (p. 5). Independent tourists make their own decisions about 

travel destinations, where to eat and where to shop (ibid). According to Wonderful Copenhagen 
(WOCO), from 2012-2014, individual Chinese tourists traveled to Copenhagen increased 26%. Also 

from their survey, group tour tourists (68%) showed strong willingness to revisits to Scandinavian 
countries independently. The ability to afford travel expenses has the impact on either Chinese tourists 

choose shorter or longer trips. From Goldman Sachs’s report (2015), two thirds of current outbound 
travelers are millennials (born in the mid-1980s and later, 15-35 years old. They often from middle 
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class and in first tier cities. Even travel aboard are more expensive, but tourists have the willingness to 

pay for the trip：   

“Our survey found a strong correlation between leisure travel and income level; not 
surprisingly, as income grows, so does the incidence of leisure trips. Experienced 

travelers with higher incomes are much more willing to trade up for better meals and 
entertainment. Furthermore, rather than visit popular sites that are over- run with tourists, 

affluent travelers seek out memorable experiences” (BCG report, 2011. p. 11).  

40% Chinese tourists are actively searching food and drinks topic. The interest about local food also 

showed on the tourists who has the desire of revisit in Copenhagen. 80% of Chinese tourists want to 
revisit in Copenhagen, and food is one of the attraction among others (WOCO report, p. 23). 77% 

independent travellers would like to explore local or international food (Chinavia, 2013b). 

4. 1. 2. Tourists mentality


From Chinavia’s report, they segment Chinese tourists into inexperienced and experiences groups. 

Inexperienced tourists normally join package tour in order to feel safe; experienced tourists are more 
independent, based on their interests, they seek specific in-depth experiences (special excursions, 

restaurants or other customized experiences, etc.) (Chinavia, 2013 a, p. 39). Showed by WOCO 
report, 60% of individual Chinese tourists visited Europe before, and 35% of them visited more than 

two times. For more experienced Chinese tourists, they often plan and arrange their trip by 
themselves in a less organized matter. Comparing inexperienced tourists still more focus on 

sightseeings, experienced travelers are willing to spend time on entertainment and relaxation, which 
they think it more worth of money (BCG report, 2011) 

Mentioned by Chen, after her traveled around Europe, UK and US, she felt her attention already 
switched from take pictures with famous spots to cruising around different interesting eating places, 

she thinks food can represent and give her more deep memories from the destination (Appendix 2. ). 
He pointed out that she puts landmarks sightseeing as less priority because she thinks eating as a 

sense offers her a more memorable travel experience (Appendix 4. ). Zhang elaborated that:  
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“ I went sightseeing these days, went to see little mermaid, also some architectures. Of 

course, i dined at serval restaurants. I feel visit popular tourists attractions within Europe 
are more or less same, its hard to really identify and remember these places afterwards. 

But for Nordic food in Copenhagen, I find it really different” (Appendix 1. ).  

Min is specific take gastronomy as her focal travel point, she said:  

“I comes to Copenhagen because I got the table at Geranium and Relæ. Then I planed and 
booked everything and arrived here” (Appendix 3. ). 

For the restaurants that tourists think it is important to eat, they will book the table and schedule their 
travel plan around that meal. 

As mentioned before, Chinese young generation have one common character -  “eager for unique 

travel” (Skift report #1, 2013).  “Novel” is the word that mentioned by interviewees most when they 
describe Their Danish gastronomy experience. First, many of them think they rarely see the 

ingredients which they had in Copenhagen. Chen said when she dined at 108, she felt among all the 
ingredients, she acutely just know one or two. But the unfamiliarity did not stop her trying novel 

dishes. Instead, she found that by eating these ingredients, she realized there are some another ways 
of interpreting gastronomy (Appendix 2. ). Zhang elaborate her understanding of novel food: 

“I am almost fearless to try unknown. Maybe senior tourists think its wired, buy young people 
like us, i think we normally have the thought that I come here to adventure something new, 

so when we go to restaurants, we would love to order thing we didn't know before. I come to 
Copenhagen for their food, so I feel I should try more novel food” (Appendix 1. ). 

Chen also have the same point that: 

“ I think it is important to have a positive and openminded attitude when you try novel food. 

Also, when you travel to the new location, it is does not make sense to me still eat Chinese 
food or pizza. If there are opportunities to experience novel food, my opinion is you should at 

least try” (Appendix 2. ). 
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4. 1. 3. Tourists with Social Media 


“Social media is the number one driving force for decision marketing in China” (Resonance (RES) 
Report, 2016). One of the character for Young Chinese generation is they are tech-savvy, they use 

digital platform to plan their trip and search for destination’s hidden gems (ibid). At the age of Web 2.0, 
tourists also changed the way of searching information. By WOCO’s report, 42% of independent 

Chinese tourists use online travel agency agents and general internet searches (39%) to search local 
attractions and experiences (p. 15). According to the feedback from BCG’s survey, Chinese travelers 

ranked online sources as the most trusted information for travel planning for them (BCG report, 2011). 

Some of the interviewees said they normally trust the reviews on internet. They think there must be 

some reasons that majority people give the same rate. He said she normally checks Chinese 
domestic travel website for travel planning and Yelp (restaurant review APP) for choose restaurant. 

Chen said she uses google ranking and danish local website AOK quite often. Min especially 
explained how she use those reviews to evaluate a restaurant: 

“ […] I check reviews by ascending order. Because often the people give the restaurant 
one or two starts due to they did not get the table or they actually did not know what they 

were eating. Some times maybe due to the service has something wrong, but all of those 
reasons do not bother me. I more focus on food itself. And also if I see reviewers did really 

detail explanation, I will check other reviews from them to see if they are experts in 
gastronomy ” (Appendix 3. ). 

Zhao and Xie do not really pay attention on others reviews. They think everything related with food is 

very personal experience, so it is hard to judge and evaluate from individual comments. 

Instagram mention the most from interviewees. Many of them explained that they like to read pictures 
first. If the picture is not attractive, they do not have the interests to read texts. Also, Chen and Xie 

especially mention that the location function helps them to instant find where the place they attracted 
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by, also from the location, they can check other peoples photos to get a more detail impression. 

Especially for restaurants and local eatery, dish’s presentation is very important (Appendix 2. & 5. ).  

Chinese tourists not only use social media for information searching, more importantly, they are 

actively join the online society for sharing their travel experiences. From RES Report (2016), it states 
that young Chinese tourists want to connect their trip with self-identity, they show off cool travel photos 

to prove themselves involve in and deserve the experience. This mentality also mentioned by 
interviewees themselves. Min, Yan, Xie and He all mention that when they travel, they would love to 

sharing their experience on social media. Each of them run a personal account on Weibo (Chinese 
social media platform) and have thousands of followers. They post their travel experiences on social 

medias, especially food pictures for and reviews for restaurants. Min and Xie said they did not plan to 
be a food blogger or food critic, posting their experiences purely because they want to share and 

remember their trips. But it is nice when followers said they are attracted by the posts (Appendix 3. & 
5.).  

  

4. 1. 4.  Tourists decision 


53% of Chinese tourists search information online about local experience, they would love to visit local 
area to feel the local atmospheres and way of living (WOCO report, p. 15). When ask tourists what 

things are important when they travel in Copenhagen, feel local atmosphere and experience local 
lifestyle is one of the most important things for tourist, they gave 4.1 point out of 5 (p. 19),  Wonderful 

Copenhagen gives their point as:  

“ The importance of local experiences in the travelers’ pre-travel research underlines the 

Chinese travelers’ more explorative travel approach and desire to seek out a local 
atmosphere and way of living” (WOCO).  

New Nordic cuisine has really boosted Denmark's status as gourmet food capital of Scandinavia, and 
this year Denmark is home to 28 Michelin Stars at 24 star-studded restaurants (http://

www.visitdenmark.co.uk/en-gb/copenhagen/places-eat/michelin-starred-restaurants). From the feed 
back of interviewees, most of the tourists had fine-dining experiences in Copenhagen (see Table 1.). 
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The expenses to eat out at Copenhagen relatively higher than many other places, especially for 
Nordic fine-dining restaurants, the price per person per set meal normally above 800dkk. Pointed out 

by Chen, she said she did not experience actual ‘fine’ dining until she start working and get better 
paid. But instead of spend money on other aspect (shopping, stay in luxury hotels, choose business 

class), she think spend travel expenses on gastronomy is more worth of money (Appendix 2. ). He 
said she want to dine at Michelin restaurants initially because she knew Noma won years the top one 

restaurant in the world, she has the curiosity to know the reason why, after she gained some general 
knowledges about Nordic cuisine, she felt it worth to spend money on it (Appendix 4. ). But He also 

augured that for tourists who does not have basic understanding of Nordic fine-dining, they may 
disappointed (Appendix 4. ). Among all the interviewees, Min is specifically focus on Michelin starts 

restaurants as a “start collector”. She evaluates her trip by how many Michelin starts that she 
collected (Appendix 3. ). She came to Copenhagen because she successfully booked the table at 

Michelins. Xie previously also more focus on how many starts that he collected from each trip. Now, 
even he still only dines at Michelins, but he pays more attention on the menu and service. For 

example, he travel to Copenhagen and ate at Kadeau because he likes their summer menu (Appendix 
5. ). From Liu’s understanding of Chinese independent tourists, she pointed out: 

“Young generation is not very care about the travel expenses as long as they think it worth of 
money. Some people living hostel but still go to Michelin restaurants for curiosity and 

experiences. They put enjoy gastronomy as their priority to do within their travel activities. 
Backpackers are very adventure to try local and street food” (Appendix 8. ).  

Besides of fine-dining restaurants, tourists also desire to experiencing some “down-to-earth” danish 

food. Meal expense is a consideration for Chen. She said before she got her job, she did not consider 
to even eat out often ( Appendix 3. ). Open sandwich and hotdog are two most famous danish local 

food and all the interviewees tried them during their visiting in Copenhagen, Torvehallerne is the most 
mentioned place when interviewees related with local food.   

4.2 Finding Summery
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Table 1. shows interviewees’ personal informations.   

The first seven interviewees are in tourists group. They all from mainland China and around 25 - 35 
years old with minimal master degree. They all have experiences with study abroad. They have 

different occupations, due to personal preference, interviewees did not give their income ranges, but 
most of them describe their income as ‘decent’ and ‘affordable for traveling’. They all traveled within 

Asia before and many of them went to other European countries before. Except one touristic 
interviewees, rest of them had Michelin restaurants experiences. Many of them also went to the food 

market in Copenhagen - Torvehallerne.  

The last two interviewees are specialists who run tourism business in Copenhagen. Their clients 

mainly including business trip or private tour (family and friends). Their understanding for Chinese 
tourists in Denmark and then feedbacks from their clients about gastronomy, help the author have a 

broader views of the topic.  

Interviewees Information 

NO

.
Name Age 

range

Educati

on 

Occupation Outbound Travel 

Experience  

Gastronomy experiences 

in Copenhagen 

1 Zhang 
RongRong

25-30 Master Designer experienced traveler

- Europe

- Aisa

- Amass

- Relæ

- 108

- Manfreds

- Pony

- Madklubben

- Cofoco

- Torvehallerne

2 Chen 
XiaoXiao

25-30 Master Engineer experienced traveler

- Europe

- USA

- Asia

- Relæ

- 108

- Manfreds

- Madklubben

- Cofoco

- Torvehallerne

3 Min Min 25-30 Master marketing 

Leader

experienced traveler

- Europe

- Asia (Japan)

- Geranium

- Relæ

- 108

- Mirabelle

- Torvehallerne

Interviewees Information 
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TABLE 1. INTERVIEWEE INFORMATION 
Source: own making from interviews


Even massive tour groups still dominant the Chinese outbound tourism market, but Chinese tourists 
getting more independent, especially for the young and well-educated travelers, they would love to 

make their own decision for their trip. Some of the independent tourists already had several outbound 
travel or study experiences, especially for tourists who come to Copenhagen, 35% of them visited 

Europe more than two times before (WOCO). Comparing with first time tourists, experienced tourists 
are asking more unconventional attractions for their travel activities. Even many of them still visit 

landmarks, but their travel tendencies toward to entertainment and relaxation (BCG report, 2011). 
From WOCO’s investigation, 40% of Chinese tourists active search for local food when they visiting 

Copenhagen, and gastronomy is one of the reason for tourists who want to revisit Copenhagen. As 
young independent Chinese tourists, they would love to explore un-known. Especially from the 

interviewees, they all mentioned that when they dine at restaurants in Copenhagen, they feel trying 
novel ingredients are interesting and that is a way to make their travel unique. For some interviewees 

4 He Ruo 30-35 Phd Researcher experienced traveler

- Europe (first time)

- USA

- Asia

- Amass

- 108

- Relæ

- Torvehallerne

5 Xie KaiNan 25-30 Master Investment experienced traveler

- Europe

- Asia (Japan)

- Geranium

- Noma

- Kadeau

6 Yan XueFei 25-30 Master Architect experienced traveler

- Europe (first time)

- USA

- Asia

- Madklubben

- Cofoco

- Torvehallerne

7 Zhao Ran 25-30 Master Analyst experienced traveler

- Europe

- Asia

- Geranium

- Noma

- 108

- Kiin Kiin

- Cofoco

8 Liu Yin 30-35 Bachelor CEO tourism specialist

9 Angle 30-35 Bachelor Freelancer 

Interviewees Information Interviewees Information 
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who more focus on gastronomy, they plan their travel around with food. Conventional sightseeings 

and even shopping are less priority than gastronomy in their outbound travel experiences.  

One of the character for Chinese young independent travelers is that they are heavily rely on internet, 
especially social medias. On one hand, they use the online social channel to search information, such 

as follow bloggers’ accounts, check Instagram pictures and read online reviews. By doing these, they 
may find attract by some places and consider to go. On the other hand, they use their account to 

sharing travel experiences with others. All most all the interviewees dined at Michelins restaurants, 
and they experienced at least once in the New Nordic style dining. Even the price for the menu is 

more expensive than normal meal, but tourists take experience fine-dining restaurant is one thing they 
plan to do in Copenhagen. 

4.3. Discussion


Tourist inevitably is one of major touristic component in tourism business (Cohen, 1974,). 

Aforementioned, along with the economic growth, Chinese gain more disposable income which can 
give them the capability to travel. From Cohen E and Cohen S. A opinion, as its economies grow 

flourishing, societies become more open-minded and liberated, a growing number of groups start to 
travel outbound (2012 ). Young and well-educated Chinese tourists are more open-minded. They are 

the first generation really get in touch with internet, they receive global sources from the Web 2.0 and 
influenced by international cultural. Curiosity pushed them to to explore the unique destinations.  

There are a range of diverse tourism forms, from short trip to world excursion; from seaside vacations 
to expedition unknown; from organized and routinized mass-travel to leisurely, individualized 

exploration (Cohen, 1974, p. 527). For Chinese tourists who come to Copenhagen, even there still 
many tourists join group tours, but for young Chinese, they are more independent and would love to 

explore Copenhagen by themselves. Contemporary youth as major participants in postmodern 
scenario, they represent a highly educated, tech-savvy and the most diverse and multicultural 

generation (Best & Kellner, 2003). From author’s understanding, Chinese young tourists also fit in with 
these characters. Chinese younger ‘free-generation’ grows up with the Internet, online medias provide 

unprecedented opportunities for them to explore unknown and perceive diverse culture (Best & 
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Kellner, 2003). “Tech-savvy” young tourists collective travel information from different channels. They 

are connected with the internet and heavily use online contents and social medias as their main 
source of information. Within tourism research field, social media has been become an emerging 

study topic. One of the key finding is that travelers now considering social media as the major source 
provider for their travel plans, which related with their decision-making processes. Thus, the 

trustworthiness and quality of online informations need to be examined and improved (Kim, Lee, Shin 
& Yang, 2017). Especially for individual travelers, they use social media as tools for searching and 

collecting informations. These platforms help individual tourists form their trip in advance. Moreover, 
outbound tourists often highly educated and good at English. These factors also reflected on the 

interviewees group, most of them hold master degree and speak quite well English. These factors 
give them the confident which they think they can travel independently.  

Moreover, young Chinese tourists have the spirit of adventure, they are not satisfied with traditional 

sightseeings, they always seek new things to explore. Gastronomy fills the gap for contemporary 
tourists who is searching for new alternative products and experiences (Scarpato, 2002). Some of the 

interviewees mentioned that they felt their gastronomy experiences more interesting and unique 
comparing with visiting landmarks. Travelers who hold neophylic tendency are actively and willing to 

explore and try novel and unique food (Fischler. C, 1988). Independent travelers seek for unique 
travel components which can help them to state their individuality. Cohen (1974), pointed out tourists 

immerse in different extent when pursue ‘novelty’ and ’change’ tourism. Novelty is defined as 
unknown, the willingness of explore the first time ‘new only once’ experience. Interviewees describe 

themselves as “fearless for unknown”, tying novel danish gastronomy cuisine is part of their travel 
activity that they actually think they should do. 

The relationship between food and tourism are widely promoted as a tourism attraction (Richard, 
2002). It adds value to tourist experience for those destinations cannot offer ‘sun, sand and sea’, 

insofar as may increasing tourists satisfaction. Comparing conventional landmarks, dishes made from 
local ingredients included more mysterious elements. Especially for Nordic countries like Denmark, 

due to the limitation from nature environment, many of the ingredients which used in dishes are very 
unique. The feedback from interviewees about uniqueness of new Nordic cuisine in Copenhagen is 
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positive. Some tourists pointed out they take experience gastronomy as part of their trip in 

Copenhagen due to they are attracted by online information and they think they should experience it. 
Some others have more stand out gastronomy plans, they came to Copenhagen only because they 

got the table at Michelins or they like the seasonal menu. Experimental gastronomy tourist 
enthusiastically search innovative menus and unconventional service. When they explore travel 

destination restaurants, new ingredients and new way of cooking, take into consideration to decide 
where to eat (Kivela & Crotts, 2006).  

4.5. Sub- conclusion


Young, well-educated Chinese tourists who would love to travel independently, this is because they 

know the way of how to plan a trip and they are not worry about communication problems. They 
normally plan their trip by themselves. As tech-savvy, many of them heavily rely on internet.  Online 

information and social medias contents are the channels where they search for travel informations, 
social media also is a tool for them to sharing their travel experiences. Comparing Chinese group tour 

tourists, independent travelers make their own decision of where to go and experiences. Many 
independent travelers already experienced outbound tourism several times. Especially for tourists who 

come to Copenhagen, they often already visited other European cities before. The more experienced, 
the more independent tourists seek for novelty and adventure. Conventional sightseeings can not 

satisfy their curiosity,  gastronomy offers a way to experience something different. For tourists who 
come to Copenhagen and enjoy gastronomy, they more interested in dine at Michelins without too 

much considering the price, but also the same time, they enjoy a bit local food. 
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Chapter 5. Chinese tourists motivations


At previous chapter, the author identified that independent young Chinese tourists who hold the 

hedonism mindset come to Denmark and would love to enjoy novel danish gastronomy. Motivation 
drives customers behavior, it also affects the pre-selection and decision progress (Rittichainuwat, Qu 

& Mongkhonvanit, 2008). So, it is important to know what danish gastronomic elements stimulate 
them to made their decision to come. In order to understand where motivations from and what 

motivational factors influence on tourists decision, motivation factors from both internal and external 
motivation need to be explored.  

5.1. Findings


5.1.1 Motivations factors


5.1.1.1 Internal motivations


As mentioned at previous chapter, many of the tourists come to Scandinavian countries as 

experienced travelers, they already had several outbound travel experiences, the interviewees also 
within the experienced group. From their perceptions, the famous landmark and conventional 

sightseeing tours could not satisfy their curiosity anymore. They are searching more exciting and 
novel elements as motivations, and they found gastronomy is one of the element which they are 

interested in. 

When the author asked about how the interviewees arrange their trip between gastronomy and 

sightseeing, majority people at least want to involve more food experiences in their schedules. Zhang 
and Chen said they feel more or less, the historical sightseeings are similar. Instead, local food and 

gastronomy is differ from one place to another. They still go the famous landmarks because they feel 
these are something still should included in their trip and also their partners may wanted to go 

(Appendix 1. & 2. ). Min said she is not demanding to go to famous landmarks anymore, even she still 
planed to go to see some places, but those activities become the substitutions to fill up her 
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gastronomy trip. If she missed some, she did not feel regret (Appendix 3. ). Yan is the one not 

interested in touristic spots at all. She said: 

 “I just do not have any interest on all these landmark spots anymore, I feel really demotivated 

when I heard my friend want to visit the ‘must-see’ places. I almost eliminate all the touristic 
spots in Copenhagen. If it was not because I was passing by the little mermaid, I would not 

spent my time on that. I would rather to visit some design shops, to have a brunch or just do 
nothing but enjoy my cup of coffee at Torvehallerne. I think those mean something to my 

trip” (Appendix 6. ).  

Xie is an extreme gastronomy tourist. He did several short trips to came to Copenhagen, and every 

time, all his activities were around dine at Michelins. Xie explained that because he has a very busy 
job, so every time he can have a break from daily life and come to Copenhagen, he would love to 

enjoy what he think is most meaning - dine at Geranium, Noma and Kadeau (Appendix 5. ). 

When the author specifically asked about if they want to eat at Chinese restaurants, all of the 

interviewees said they did not want to. Because they think it is dose not make sense that they still eat 
the similar things from their daily life, they might feel they did not travel if they dine at Chinese 

restaurants. Angle mentioned that she is around Chinese food everyday, even she really like her 
home food, but when she travel aboard, she would love to experiences some differences. When she 

on vacation, she eats very simple for breakfast and lunch, but each day, she demands for a dinner at 
local restaurants to relax and enjoy the food (Appendix 9. ). Moreover, from Liu’s understanding of the 

Chinese tourists market in Denmark, she gave another reason why Chinese independent travelers do 
not want to dine at Chinese restaurants when they travel abroad:,  

“ They (independent Chinese tourists) think since they are traveling to other countries, they 
would love to choose local food instead of Chinese. Also, independent travelers do not want to 

eat with other massive group tour people, so the dislike of the Chinese restaurant environment  
also as the reason why they choose local food” (Appendix 8. ). 

But Angle and Liu also pointed that, sometimes independent tourists still dine at Chinese restaurants, 
it is not because they want to have Chinese dishes, it is due to for Chinese, they still need some hot 
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dishes. Also sometimes they go to Chinese restaurants spontaneously because they are tired of 

searching for local places, they think of they dine at Chinese restaurants, at least they know what to 
order (Appendix 8. & 9. ). 

5. 1.1.2. External motivations 


Medias is the first factor which attracted tourists at the begging. Majority of interviewees know very 
less of what is New Nordic cuisine except they heard about Noma. Min mentioned she got into know 

New Nordic cuisine because restaurants Geranium and Relæ always on the list of “top 50 restaurants 
in the world”, this is her initial motivation to come to Copenhagen because she wants to dine at these 

two places (Appendix 3. ). Xie is a very experienced gastronomy tourist and food critic now, the first 
time he came to Copenhagen only because Noma: 

“ […] Because Noma. I remember years back, when I saw the news that Noma won the best 
restaurant that year, I came to Copenhagen an and stayed overnight because I dined at 

Noma. Before that, I did not think about to travel to Copenhagen” (Appendix5. ). 

He said she knows New Nordic cuisine because she noticed that Noma on the top one restaurant 

ranking list for years (Appendix 4. ). Chen also said the same that Noma is the first name she knew 
(Appendix 2. ). To some extent, Noma already represented New Nordic cuisine. As long as people 

talked about Denmark and their culinary business, people mentioned Noma. Zhao from a more 
professional perspective, said:  

“ I would say, Noma is New Nordic, it was not only a restaurant, it is the brand new concept. To 
some extent, if there is no Noma, the New Nordic cuisine may not exist. So, when people 

always mentioned about Noma and related to Denmark, Copenhagen and the New Nordic 
cuisine, I think it is make sense and it is not extravagant Noma’s reputation. I think there must 

be a reason that every time people talked about New Nordic cuisine, they talked about Noma”.  
(Appendix 7. ).   

Many of the interviewees know Noma from restaurants raking lists. ‘The Worlds 50 Best Restaurants’ 
and ‘The Michelin Guide’ are two most mentioned by interviewees and they have the trust on these 
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two lists. For Xie and Min, even they are more experienced than other interviewees, but when they 

choose restaurants, they still use the two lists as references (Appendix 3. & 5. ).       

Also, many interviewees attracted by personal social medias contents, and they specifically pointed 

out, the initial attraction for them is from pictures. Zhang said on social medias, she only check 
pictures:  

“[…] So actually this is one of my motivation to come to here and try nordic cuisine, because i 
think they are beautiful. Also on my social medias account, there are many pictures about 

nordic cuisines show up and introduce the concept of nordic cuisine, i find it quite interesting” 
(Appendix 1. ).  

Chen said pictures are definitely most important elements to motivating her at the beginning:  

“ When I go through these social medias accounts, I normally just focus on pictures. I think 

we all superficial and judgmental. I have the curiosity if the picture looks nice, then I may will 
check where is it and what are they doing” (Appendix 2. ). 

He , Min and Yan also have the similar agreement on this. They said they started considering to try 
some dishes like those pictures if they come to Copenhagen (Appendix 3., 4. & 6. ). By that time, they 

still did not get into know deeper about New Nordic cuisine, but experience gastronomy potentially 
became one of the activity that they wanted to do if they travel to Copenhagen.  

Xie pointed out that after him has more experiences with gastronomy, he can judge from the picture if 
the restaurant worth to go or not. Also because he has a Instagram account for his gastronomy 

experiences, he received some feedback from his followers which said they motivated by his pictures 
and want to experience the same restaurant (Appendix 5. ).  

Liu also mentioned the feedback from her clients, she thinks danish gastronomy can be a new 
promotion point for tourism because many tourists attract by danish cuisines even just from the 

pictures and they think it will worth to try (Appendix 8. ). 
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Some of interviewees search information about the New Nordic cuisine. Zhang and Chen said they 

did some research about Copenhagen and especially, restaurants. The major channel that Zhang 
uses for collecting information is on social media. She said she followed some accounts on Instagram 

and Weibo (Chinese social media platform), and she also more focuses on accounts related with 
Nordic themes. She thinks these niche accounts have more deeper and local informations. She also  

gives her point that why she is more motivated by local social media accounts than travel guide: 

“ […] Because for travel guides, its normally written by other tourists, they don't really know 

the detail of local life. […] But if I am searching for recommendations, I would love to trust 
maybe Chinese social media bloggers who is living at the place i will visit, I think they have 

more understanding of local life. Also normally, I find out they describe a restaurant in both 
objective and subjective ways. For me, their personal expression more attracted by because 

I feel that part of information more alive.” (Appendix).   

Chen and Xie are “anti-press” gastronomy tourists, as long as they feel articles or posts related with  

promotion, they ignore the content (Appendix 2. & 5. ). Majority of interviewees understand personal  
social media accounts maybe involved some personal emotions and bias, but that is why they think 

the account is more real and the contents not from press. Min also commenting on this that she is 
careless about all the information from public medias and restaurants themselves, but she is attracted 

by the personal expression with detail dining experiences. If she finds out some social medias 
accounts have interesting stories happened at one restaurant, she may motivated to go there and see 

what is happing (Appendix 3. ). 

5. 1. 2.  Information Channels


Showed from reports and mentioned by interviewee themselves, normally Chinese independent 

tourists search and collect information online to find places which they are interested in. For this study, 
online medias should be take into consideration as information channels, since they provide danish 

gastronomy informations and tourists may find their motivations from there. 
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Most of the interviewees mentioned that they use Instagram as the main platform for hunting 

restaurants in Copenhagen. They followers multiple accounts from food blogger or Danish chefs. The 
presentation of the New Nordic cuisine attracts the interviewees most. More over, for Min and Xie, 

they mentioned the ranking lists for fine-dining restaurants are their main references for pre-evaluating 
restaurants (Appendix 3. & 5. ). Major international tourists review website such as TripAdvisor, Yelp 

and Google also used by different interviewees for information research. Chinese domestic websites 
are rare mentioned by interviewees, Weibo is mentioned the most. Many of the interviewees pointed 

that they search keywords such as Copenhagen (哥本哈根), Noma, Danish Gourmet (丹⻨麦美⾷食) to 

find posts from other accounts. Also, they normally start to search information on social media months 
before they come to Copenhagen. Zhang, Chen and Xie mention by spending time on Weibo for 

months, they already selected the personal accounts which they think include valuable informations 
(Appendix 1., 2., & 5.). Only He said she searches on domestic websites for general travel 

informations, Zhang comments that if she wants to have specific travel information for gastronomic 
theme, she thinks Chinese travel websites does not enough informations (Appendix 1. ). 

Some interviewees mentioned at the beginning, they were checking Official tourism website “Visit 

Denmark” and “Visit Copenhagen” for restaurants information searching, but they felt these two 
websites not helpful.  

He mentioned that she was trying to search information the Chinese version of the websites, but there 
are too little informations and not updated instead, she found very valuable recommendation from the 

English version domain (see Figure 6. ) (Appendix 4. ). 
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FIGURE 6.  VISIT COPENHAGEN (CHINESE VERSION / ENGLISH VERSION)
Source: Screen shot from visitcopenhagen.cn              

Source: Screen shot from visitcopenhagen.com

But the Weibo social media accounts “哥本哈根旅游局 Wonderful Copenhagen” more active and 

better known by interviewees. 

5. 1. 3.  Motivation attractions


Internal motivations from tourists inner desire, it may can be generalized from the target group of 
Chinese tourists who are seeking novelty, but tourists also attracted by different external elements 

based on what they know about Copenhagen and Danish gastronomy. Most of the interviewees at 
least know Noma and they already have the impression that Copenhagen is a city for gastronomy. It is 

also important to know what attractions motivated them with their gastronomy trips.  

5. 1. 3. 1. Design


Danish design not only shows on Danish products., this feature also embedded in danish restaurants’ 

interiors and cuisines’ presentation. Zhang especially elaborate that because she is a designer, so at 
the every beginning, she attracted by the interiors at danish restaurants:  
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“ […] There are many danish restaurants use design furnitures, so i was looking all these 

pictures and gradually pay attention on where are these restaurants, what are their dishes 
and what are their styles. So actually this is one of my motivation to come to here and try 

nordic cuisine, because i think they are beautiful. […] Because I am a designer, so when I 
visit this city, I more concentrate on the things that related my study and job. […] I went some 

restaurants not only for food but also for the interiors” (Appendix 1. ). 

Yan also mentioned the same. She thinks not only herself, many travelers now more motivated by 

things which can related their studies or jobs. She said because she is a architecture student, so 
when she was in Copenhagen, even she did not go  to any touristic spot, but she still explored the city 

by visited all the famous contemporary buildings. She especially pointed out why she visited 
Torvehallerne several times and that place actually is her favorite - because of the design:  

“That market is just different from what I went in other cities. I mean the two glasses 
buildings, they are so stylish and representing the sense of danish minimalistic design. I think 

the food there is quite overpriced and I did not amazed by the flavor. But because I really feel 
the whole environment is precisely designed, so that is my favorite eating place in 

Copenhagen” (Appendix 6. ).     

5. 1. 3. 2. Storytelling 


Many of the interviewees attracted by the stories behinds danish chefs.  <Chef’s Table> are 

mentioned several times during the interviewees. Min said she normally does not interested in any 
article or video from the chef or the restaurant itself, she thinks that all about marketing and 

promotion. But <Chef’s table> is different, these documentaries are from the third party, they do not 
focus on showing how great the chef is, they are more moderate and telling the truth (Appendix 3. ). 

Chen also said she has negative attitude about press, but she likes <Chefs table >. She felt after she 
watched these documentaries, she really understood why they can become success and why their 

restaurants are different from others. She said these stories motivated her to experiences more 
restaurants (Appendix 2. ).  Yan also said the similar thing that after she watched <Chef’s Table >, 

now she wants to spends money on real New Nordic cuisine because she think the dishes deserve 
the price (Appendix 6. ). He said she thinks their stores are one of the motivations that attracted her to 
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go and experiences. She especially focus on how these chefs start at their early stages, she think 

many of them have every exciting and encouraging stores (Appendix 4. ). 

Interviewees pointed out that after they know stories from danish chefs and their restaurants, their 

perception for New Nordic cuisine concept transforms from curiosity to understanding chefs’ spirits 
and gastronomy philosophy,  interviewees said they motivated and want to explore more.  

5. 1. 3. 3. Organic Concept


When the author asked about what did they think about Copenhagen, interviewees often mentioned 
they feel the city very cosy and balance, and they surprised that these lifestyle’s identities also 

involved in danish dishes and services. Chinese gastronomic tourists found out that in Copenhagen, 
danish food and New Nordic cuisines indeed can be their new attractions, because there are so many 

new knowledges that they can learn.  

First, organic concept mentioned by several interviewees. Angle said not only herself, her friends and 

other visitors all quite impressed by how restaurants insist with organic and seasonal ingredients 
(Appendix 9. ). This impression also mentioned by Zhao. She especially pointed out that when she 

dined at Geranium around September, the whole menu combined with autumn seasonal ingredients. 
She was so surprised and touched by the cuisines because those were reminded her home (Appendix 

7. ). Zhang attracted by the organic concept and it is influenced on her daily lifestyle. She said “ 

“ i think people here have the cutting-edge mentality about sustainability. […] I got to know 

that New Nordic restaurants trying to find the way that how we can eat in a more organic and 
balance way. I didn't pay much attention on organic products when I was in China. But I 

attracted by this concept and what I experienced here motivated me to live like that 
afterwards” (Appendix 1. ). 

There are some other interviewees do not very attracted by organic concept. Liu said from her 
observation for her clients, she felt if she mentioned to much about organic, tourists have the negative 

reactions because they think they can not maintain this lifestyle after they back to China (Appendix 
8. ) Chen expressed her own understanding that organic products are served for rich people, she 

does not mind if the ingredients are organic or not (Appendix 2. ).  
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5. 1. 3.  4. Local ingredients 


Second, the ingredients are used by restaurants as another attraction for gastronomy tourists. Zhang 
mentioned that she received many new informations about local and seasonal ingredients when she 

started dine at  New Nordic cuisine restaurants. She said even she still not really understand what the 
waiter explained to her about the dish, but she can feel the dish that she ate was combined many 

interesting elements. Zhang also mention that even they all serve New Nordic cuisine, but every 
restaurant has their own creative way of choose and cook ingredients, so she motivated to try more 

(Appendix 1. ).  

Xie mention his very first Noma experience years back. He said until now, he still remember the first 
bite of the sour ant (Appendix 5. ). He and Zhao also pointed out the ingredients is an attraction 

motivated them to dine more at restaurants and learn some knowledges from there. Also they 
explained why ingredients attracted them in a more detail and professional way. He said: 

“ […]so chefs here turn the ingredients which we normally through away, into a high quality 
dish, i think its a truly surprise for me. […] Even many of restaurants in Copenhagen doing 

Nordic style, but within the similar theme, they have different approaches. For example, they 
use fermentation on vegetables in order to keep the original flavors, but every place has their 

own skills. So i think it is a motivation for people getting to know better Nordic Cuisine. 
Especially me, i would love to experiences every place” (Appendix 4. ). 

Zhao said she gradually learning more about the ingredients because she thinks if she wants truly 

understand the dish and evaluate it, she needs to know where is this dish from. The more she 
learned, the more she knows the differences between restaurants, the more restaurants she wants to 

go to and explore (Appendix 7. ).   
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5. 2. Findings summery 


Chinese tourists who come to Copenhagen and enjoy gastronomy, they often motivated by their inner  

needs and attracted by the outside factors. Many of the interviewees mentioned because they are 
already went to many conventional sightseeings, and they found out theses spots are more or less 

similar, they would love to spend more time on more unique and local activities and gastronomy 
tourism is their option. Interviewees said they gradually give more time for gastronomy when plan their 

trip. Min and Xie came to Denmark only because they were going to dine at Michelins. Zhang and 
Chen still going to touristic locations but these are less important. Zhang mention she travel to 

Copenhagen because she wants to see the design here. All of the interviewees said they do not 
consider to eat at Chinese restaurants, because from there understanding, it is does not make sense 

that when they travel abroad, they still eat same food with daily life, they want to experience 
differences. Due to the eating habit, tourists may need some hot food during the trip, but not 

necessarily need to be Chinese food.  

Besides of tourists internal needs, they also attracted by external factors which enhance their curiosity 
to experience danish gastronomy. Majority interviewees mentioned Noma, they said Noma is the intro 

that they getting to know the New Nordic cuisine and gastronomy in Copenhagen because Noma was 
on the best restaurants list for years. Also, social medias help restaurants to spread out their names 

by using pictures. More, interviewees prefer to collecting gastronomy information from personal 
expressions than presses. Interviewees also attracted by different elements based on their interests. 

Zhang and Yan are designers, so they are more attracted by design and interior at food places. Many 
interviewees motivated by gastronomy documentary, they said they can learn some culinary 

knowledge and start to understand chefs philosophy. Specifically for Copenhagen, some tourists are 
attracted by danish organic lifestyle, but others critical about it. All of the interviewees attracted and 

motivated to try local ingredients. They like the restaurants combine seasonal local ingredients on the 
plate, they think New Nordic cuisines with local ingredients also can represent Copenhagen.  

Interviewees use online sources for searching danish gastronomy inflammations. Instagram is the 

most mention platform from interviewees. Ranking lists also mentioned by interviewees who plan dine 
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at high-end Michelin restaurants. Excepted Weibo, domestic Chinese travel websites not very widely 

used by interviewees, either official Chinese version of Denmark official tourism websites.    

5. 3. Discussion


As experienced Chinese travelers, they may already been to Europe several times and visited famous 
sightseeings. Due to the different cultural background, Chinese tourists often did not really understand 

the stories behinds the historical buildings, tourists may lost their interests after several visits. But 
tourists still need unique factors to stimulating their motivations. From Oh, Assaf & Baloglu (2016) 

research, they found out that tourists have the motivations and eventually engage in slow tourism, 
which means tourists follow their subjective intrinsic decision, mentally take the trip in slow motion. 

Tourists who engage in slow tourism would love to seek novelty experiences. Gastronomy has the 
unique features that arose tourists interests. Comparing with listen and read, food stimulates more 

senses that tourists can actively join the whole produce (Mak, Lumbers & Eves, 2012). Young 
independent Chinese tourists make their own decision for their trips, independent tourists have more 

time and loosen schedule to really enjoy their trip. Gastronomy offers an option for tourists who want 
to slow down their travel pace and experiencing local novelty ( Oh, Assaf & Baloglu, 2016). 

At the beginning, online pictures and restaurants ranking list passively received by Chinese tourists, 
these sources pulled tourists curiosity to builded up the fundamental motivations about danish food 

and New Nordic cuisine. Afterwards, tourists start to pay more attention on danish gastronomy related 
themes and actively search information about restaurants in Copenhagen. As the young generation 

heavily rely on the internet, information from online becomes their major travel sources, especially, 
social media has major impact on tourists travel plans and may offer more attractions to tourists 

(Xiang & Gretzel, 2010). By searching keywords, Chinese tourists use international and domestic 
social media platforms to collecting travel informations. They search danish gastronomic related 

words in order to find other’s gastronomy experiences, tourists take posts from other accounts as 
resources for their own travel plans. This shows by providing user-generated content, social media 

helps users to posting and sharing their experiences, these contents can be used by others as 
informations (Xiang & Gretzel, 2010). Comparing social media platforms, Chinese tourists do not pay 

many attention on official domains from Denmark tourism organization. Xiang & Gretzel (2010) 
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explained this phenomenon is due to many tourism websites suffer with low appearance on research 

engine, tourists have the difficulty to find and directly access to them. Also, comparing with English 
version, the Chinese version of Copenhagen official tourism domain does not include detail contents. 

On the Chinese version page (see Figure 6. ), travel theme still about spring and the only food related 
topic is Asian food restaurants recommendations. Instead, on the English version page (see Figure 

7 ), there is a sub-section about gastronomy, Michelin-starred restaurants and fine-dining restaurants 
especially highlighted on the main page. Moreover, hashtag “Gastronomy” helps users to find related 

contents more easily. The difference between Chinese and English version of Copenhagen official 
tourism website shows that, tourism organization is putting effort for promoting Gastronomy as a new 

attraction for tourists, but they have not pay attention on Chinese tourists, this may due to tourism 
organization in Copenhagen still more target on Chinese conventional sightseeings tourists.  

Also mentioned by interviewees, the most of them did not dine at Noma or Geranium when they in 
Copenhagen, but they did eat at places where serve New Nordic cuisines. Some interviewees said 

after experienced the real meal, they started to pay more attention on danish gastronomy because 
they found their first experience was interesting. Self-education as a push factors motivated 

interviewees to search related informations and and they wanted to know more about the inside 
knowledges. 

Travel motivation as part of tourists behavior has major influence on tourists decision making process 
(Li & Cai,2012). Interviewees said they attracted by external factors (pictures, ranking lists, stories) 

and motivated to dine at the similar restaurants if they come to Copenhagen. Motivation happens 
when tourists want to satisfy their needs, wants and goals (Goossens, 2000). when they come to 

Copenhagen, even the menu is more expensive than normal dinner, but they still go and experience 
fine-dining at New Nordic cuisine restaurants, because experience danish gastronomy is one thing 

that they want to do. 

Hjalage’s (2004) lifestyle model helps the author to explain tourists’ tendencies of sightseeings and 

gastronomy choices. Self- reflection is the need from tourists to identifying and nourishing themselves 
in a new context (Oh, Assaf & Baloglu, 2016). Tourists Like Yan, Min and Xie, they motivated by the 

gastronomy which they think meaningful, rather then spend time on sightseeing. This self-directed 
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group of tourists who with more extrovert and utilitarian mentalities (Hjalage, 2004), they motivated by 

activities they think best for themselves. This shows that young Chinese tourists more independent 
and desire for more personal travel experiences. For Zhang and Chen, they are idealistic tourists who 

still hold part of conventional routine and care about others (Hjalage, 2004). 

Dann (1981) mentioned that the tourists motivations can be answered by the deep reflection of 

individual’s needs. Inevitably, seek for novelty is the focal point from interviewees’ internal expectation. 
Innovation is one focal point for New Nordic style restaurants, their dishes more creative and unique. 

Most of the interviewees went to at least one Michelin restaurant in Copenhagen and they choose the 
restaurants serve the New Nordic cuisines. Tourists who hold the modernists mindsets, they motivated 

by exploring un-known (Kivela & Crotts, 2006). All of the interviewees mentioned that they motivated 
to try the New Nordic cuisine restaurant, because it has more unique identities. Also, tourists 

motivated to try local ingredients because they are seeking new elements which can represent their 
journey (Sormaz at el. ,2015). If one dish made by ingredients only from local region, tourists take the 

chance to experience that dish as the symbol that they explore something local and unique (ibid). This 
is why after Xie experienced many Michelins, he still remembers the sour ant from his first gastronomy 

experience at Noma. 

For experimental gastronomy tourists, they embedded dining experience into their prestige lifestyle, 

their focal gourmet interests are quality and fashionable restaurants (Kivela & Crotts, 2006). The 
restaurants in Copenhagen meet Chinese tourists motivations for who want to have outstanding 

Michelins experiences. Among all the interviewees, Xie is the most representative experimental 
gastronomy tourist. He and his friends active searching for innovative menus and unconventional 

service. They revisits same Michelins in Copenhagen only for the new menu. When experimental 
tourists explore restaurants, new ingredients and new way of cooking, designer interior and dining 

atmosphere are all take into consideration (Kivela & Crotts, 2006). Xie and his friends represent a 
niche Chinese tourists group, who they pay more attention on quality lifestyle and epicurean topics as 

sources for gastronomic hunting (ibid) . Even they are tourists, but enjoy high-end gastronomy is the 
only activity they do, they are very experienced and have deep understanding of western fine-dining. 

This phenomena revealed by Dann (1981), which is within prestige tourists group, in order to 
identifying their statues, they also motivated by novel travel experiences.  
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Within Hjalage’s (2004) model, recreational and  diversionary tourists avoid fine-dining experiences. 
But in this study, all the interviewees motivated to try New Nordic fine-dining experiences rather than 

avoid them. From author’s understanding, the reason why Chinese tourists have different mindset 
rooted with their personal characteristics. As discovered previously, besides of they desire novelty, 

Chinese gastronomy tourists are heavy social media users as well. Sharing travel experiences on 
their social medias gradually become a activity they want to do. is seek for novelty. They may want to 

share good restaurants to friends, or they just want to ‘show’ to people they dined at Michelins, but 
pictures need to be visually nice. Comparing other food in Copenhagen, the New Nordic dishes made 

by local ingredients with beautiful presentation, attracted tourist to choose go and dine at fine 
restaurants. This phenomenon also shows on Noma. Even majority Chinese tourists not dine at 

Noma, but as long as they know Noma was the best restaurant, they still go to the place and take 
pictures with the logo. They take Noma as a spot that they should visit to defying their trip in 

Copenhagen. 

5.4. Sub-Conclusion 


Tourists inner curiosity push them to seek novelty and be adventure of un-known. Chinese 
experienced tourists start to feel less interested in famous landmarks due to they have hard time to 

really understand the history. They would love to spend time on enjoy local food which they can really 
involve in and gain some local knowledges at the same time. Many of the interviewees said they 

started to pay attention on gastronomy in Copenhagen start from they know Noma was the best 
restaurant. Chinese tourists desire the place has connection with Noma in order to state their 

gastronomy trip in Copenhagen. Pictures and ranking lists on social medias are main resources that 
attracted and motivated Chinese tourists to enjoy the New Nordic cuisine in Copenhagen. They want 

to have the same experience which they attracted by. Some tourists go to restaurants with their own 
preference, some others choose the place more suites with partners.  No one want to eat Chinese 

dishes because they want to get away from daily food. Most of the interviewees dined at Michelins, 
even some of them think the price is expensive, but they take enjoy fine-dining as a activity they 

should do in Copenhagen. Depending on the different interests, some tourists more attracted by 
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danish organic lifestyle, others more into danish design, both factors pulled tourists to come to 

Copenhagen and experience local dishes. There is a niche group who travel only for Michelins. They 
have sophisticated knowledges about fine-dining and would love to revisit restaurants when menu 

changes . The New Nordic style fine-dining can attract them to revisit Copenhagen. But for tourism 
organization in Copenhagen, they have not realized Chinese independent tourists getting more 

interested in gastronomic related activities. 

Chapter 6. Tourists experience 


6.1 Findings


6.1.1  Senses of Dishes


Chinese tourists come to Copenhagen, they often experience traditional danish dishes (potatoes, pork 

and creamy sources), open sandwich, danish hot dogs and fine-dining restaurants. Tastes and Visual 
presentation are two aspect which involved in their gastronomy experiences, but according what they 

are eating, they have the different tendency to focus.  

When the author asked about what more traditional and local food that they ate, interviewees 

mentioned open sandwich, danish hotdogs, and old-school danish dishes. Especially, they think they 
need to try open sandwich since that is the most representative food. But they actually did not pay 

much attention on that, only Angle elaborate that she thinks open sandwich is so interesting because 
she found out danish people involve their logic into how to combine different ingredients into one open 

sandwich. She said even it looks like is a ‘mix and match’ dishes, but the different ingredients have the  
‘guideline’ of how to combine together. Chen, He and Min did not like it, but they did not give the 

reason because when the author asking, they said they do not remember why they do not like it 
(Appendix 2., 3., &4. ). For more traditional danish dishes, many of the interviewees also tried it. 

Zhang and Chen said they did not like it, because they felt the danish traditional way of cooking is too 
heavy and creamy, they felt these dishes are not good for health (Appendix 1., 2. ). Zhao liked the 

traditional dishes with potatoes, roasted porks. She did not mentioned about the flavors, but she said 
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she liked it because they are hot dishes (Appendix 7. ). Min said the traditional ones quite similar with 

German and British dishes, she said these type of food are not what she was looking for in 
Copenhagen (Appendix 3. ). Angle has more traditional danish food experience, she especially 

mentioned she liked traditional food when she dined at a farm outside of Copenhagen more than she 
had in traditional danish restaurants. Because in the farm, she could walking around and really see 

some ingredients from gardens, but in restaurants, she did not have the chance to get close with 
ingredients and nature (Appendix 9. ). Zhang is the only one mentioned smoke salmon, she said 

before tired the danish smoke salmon, she did not like this type of raw fish, but she had a very good 
one at Copenhagen, that reminds her maybe the smoke salmon is not that bad (Appendix 1. ).  

When author asked about what do they think about the taste from the New Nordic cuisines, many of 

the interviewees mentioned ‘fresh’ and ‘nature’. Zhang has the very positive attitude about the less 
seasoning dishes, she thinks that is the highlight from New Nordic cuisines. Zhao and Min mentioned 

they can feel the chefs really understand the ingredients which they are using and they know how to 
preserve the nature flavors (Appendix 3. & 7. ). Chen and He also think the refreshing flavor of the 

dishes very interesting and modern (Appendix 2. & 4. ). 

New Nordic cuisines’ presentation discussed by interviewees more than the taste itself.  As mentioned 
before at Motivation section, many of the interviewees said they attracted by the online pictures at 

begging. When the author asked about what their actual experiences when at fine-dining restaurants 
in Copenhagen, they still more focus on how the dishes look like.  

All the interviewees are mentioned about the presentation is important. Chen mentioned before that  

tourists who do not really understand the concept of New Nordic cuisines, but still go to Michelins 
Copenhagen are ‘superficial’, because they judged from the pictures. But she also pointed that she 

agreed on this opinion because if the presentation of the dish not attractive from outside, the first 
impression failed (Appendix 2. ). This opinion also supported by Min and He. They feel that cliche 

french and Italian cuisines who is more focus on the taste, but one of the feature from New Nordic 
cuisine is to combine all the sense together, visual supported by the creative presentation (Appendix 

3. & 4. ). Even Min is very critical about the dish itself, but she mention that when she dine at fine-
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dining restaurant, dishes have to combine both fresh ingredients and good presentation (Appendix 

3. ).  Zhao said at the beginning, she felt a bit overwhelmed by the big plate with three small dots of 
source and one small piece of fish. But now, she is judging the proportion of the dish, if the plate is not 

empty enough, she feels the dish lacks presentation (Appendix 7. ). Angle pointed out that not only for 
the New Nordic cuisine, traditional danish dishes also influenced by the presentation:  

“[…] I am collaborating with Royal Copenhagen and helping them to do table setting and 

dishes presentation. I found out guests more enjoy when the dish has a great presentation, 
even the quantity if the food is way much smaller than traditional portions, but guests 

satisfied because it looks beautiful. Also when they know the serving tray from Royal 
Copenhagen, they are so happy and taking pictures” (Appendix 9. ). 

6.1. 2. Environment experiences 


Danish design is embedded not only the presentation of the dishes, also the restaurants’ interiors and 
general atmosphere. Many of the interviewees mentioned about those elements and they felt  

Zhang and Yan are especially focus on the interiors because they said that from their instinct because 
they are designer. Zhang said she pays attention on what furnitures that the restaurants using and 

what the color that the restaurant choose (Appendix 1. ). Yan said she is focus on the layout and 
section in a restaurant. When she was dined at the fine-ding restaurant, she often observes how each 

section works together. Such as where the open counter area located and how the waiters can bring 
dishes from there to each table. And also she describe herself as a extreme that she take waiter’s 

uniform into consideration to evaluating if the restaurants taking care of everything in term of aesthetic 
(Appendix 6. ). He gave her opinion that according to the style of the restaurants, atmosphere should 

differ from one to another to matching with dishes. For example, Relæ and 108 are more cosy and 
alive comparing other Michelins. But she still criticized her dining experience at 108 due to the space 

between each seat is too close, she felt uncomfortable when sit too close with strangers (Appendix 
4. ).  
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From Yan’s opinion, a restaurants’ interior is one important aspect which can influence guests dining 

experience. She elaborates:  

“Actually, when guests dine at a restaurants, no matter if they understand design or not, their 

experiences influenced by the interior, lighting, furniture, music and location. Maybe they 
evaluate their dining experiences according to dishes, but it is not just because of the taste 

and ingredients, the whole restaurants atmosphere has the impact on food. Sometimes they 
just do not know actually there are other elements enhanced their dining 

experiences” (Appendix 6. ).   

Interviewees not only pay attention on the fine-dining restaurants’ interiors that they went, when they 

visited other gastronomy places in Copenhagen, they also gave their comments. Many of them think 
experience ‘local vibe’ is one important aspect for enjoying the food. Yan said during her stay in 

Copenhagen, Torvehallerne is her favorite place. Even the place is getting touristic and the food not 
very stand out, but she can feel that is a local place where ‘Copenhagener’ also spend time there. 

When she drink her coffee there, she thinks she also be part of Copenhagen, this makes her felt she 
found a unique place which can represent her experience. Min also mentioned Papirøen gave her the 

similar feeling which even she is a tourist, but that time she was really experiencing Copenhagen, that 
feeling she can not find from touristic landmarks (Appendix 3. ). Zhang elaborate the importance for 

her to eat at local place :  

“Because when I travel, besides of the restaurants that I already know, I don't really know 

where to eat spontaneously,  but as long as I find some place where local people also eat, I 
will assume that is a good place. Also when i travel abroad, i want to exploring local 

life” (Appendix 1. ).  

Above all, when Chinese tourists dine at fine-dining restaurants in Copenhagen, they felt the interior 

combined with danish design are cosy and nice. When they eat at open market, they felt they found 
the spot that they can enjoy local life. Xie has different opinion about local market. He think the 

environment is not for enjoying food, he came to Copenhagen purely wanted to experiences Michelins 
(Appendix 5. ). 
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6.1. 3. Service experiences


Inevitably, when guests dine at a restaurant, service is involved from the beginning to the end. 

Chinese tourists have the motivation to especially experience fine-dining and Michelin restaurants in 
Copenhagen. What service they received also induced in their gastronomy experiences. 

Most of the interviewees have the mutual agreement on the service style in Copenhagen is more 
causal than other places where they experienced. Zhang said she really enjoyed the service in 

Copenhagen. When she dined at restaurants, she felt waiters are all very helpful. Because as a 
tourists, even she did some research before, but she still confused by what to order. The waiter 

explained everything she wanted to know about the ingredients and suggested how to pairing with 
wines. She felt not only chefs, waiters also knowledgeable about the dish that they serve, it is 

important for her to build the trust on the restaurants (Appendix 1. ). Zhao also mentioned about the 
waiter is very helpful when she wanted to know the knowledges about the dishes. She said the waiter 

even went back to kitchen and brought ingredient back to her. She was amazed how generous and 
passionate they are about the food, she felt she as a guest, was appreciated by the restaurant 

(Appendix 7. ). Min mentioned how she appreciated by the waiter’s help when she dined alone at a 
restaurant: 

“ I was a bit nervous when I went to the restaurant by myself. […] But actually the waiter took 
care of me so well. I had some questions with the dishes, the waiters always patient and 

nice, they explained to me everything in details. Even I had no company with me, but I was 
not isolated, actually I was actively involved in the dinner ” (Appendix 3. ). 

Many interviewees also pointed out that they are impressed by chefs also serve them in person. 
Zhang said when she dined at Relæ, the chef who made the dish served her and explained the dish to 

her as well. She said she never experienced before anywhere else (Appendix 1. ). He and Min also 
mention this experience. They compared with their experiences when they dined at French fine-dining 

restaurant. They said chefs at French restaurant really serious and never talked with guests. Waiters 
trained by the old-fashion way and they want to show their professional services skills, so they are not 

allowed to have interactions with guests like danish waiters do. Sometimes, guests felt quite stressful 
dine at french fine-dining places because they did not know how to behave properly. But in 
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Copenhagen, even at Michelins, both chefs and waiters quite low-key and down-to-earth, they always 

would love to communicate with guests. He and Min like danish way of service because its casual, it is 
especially good for tourists who did not really prepare the dress-code (Appendix 3. & 4. ).  

But Chen and Liu have different opinion. Chen said because Michelins at Copenhagen already more 
expensive than other places. For the guests who experienced other fine-dining and pampered by the 

flawless services, they may think danish service style is too rough and not worth the money which 
they paid for the service (Appendix). Xie especially pointed out his ‘no service’ experience at Relæ. 

He said even Relæ has their style, but for a Michelin restaurant, it was not tolerable that he needed to 
picked the cutlery by himself (Appendix 5. ). Liu said especially for Chinese tourists who can afford to 

dine at Michelins in Copenhagen, they take this chance to show their prestige, but the danish 
‘equality’ service style can not satisfy them (Appendix 8. ). Zhao criticized danish service style 

sometimes too careless and she gave the example when she was at Kiin Kiin: 

“ I know Kiin Kiin only can get one start Michelin because their service is not live up to higher 

standard. […] I remember there was water stains on the table after one dish. I was quite 
surprised that the waiter did not think that was a problem even I pointed out. I think they did 

not care, but I did” (Appendix 7. ).  

Overall, danish service style describe by interviewees as casual. Many of the interviewees like when 

chefs serve them and they get knowledges from chefs and waiters. But sometimes the service is too 
rough.  

6.1. 4. Dining experiences  


When asked about the table manner when interviewees experienced at New Nordic cuisine 
restaurants, everyone focused on comparing the difference between Chinese and Western dinning 

culture.  

First, interviewees think they consumed more time at restaurants in Copenhagen, especially when 

they dine at the New Nordic fine-dining restaurants. In China, Chinese serve all the dishes together. 
But for western style, they serve dishes one after another. If the guest have not fishes the dish, the 

waiter will not serve the next one. Interviewees have different opinion on this. Zhang and Min enjoyed 
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it because they think spend the whole evening at restaurant is very cosy, also they can learn some 

new knowledges when every time the waiter bring the new dish (Appendix 1. & 3. ). Zhao and Xie 
both pointed out the procedure at Geranium is their favorite. Even they spent quite long time there, but 

everything went so smoothly thus they did not feel boring or tired at all (Appendix 5. & 7. ). Chen also 
positive about the time that she spent because she takes dine out at fine-dining restaurants as a 

chance to social with friends. But Chen also said even she already know the she would spend the 
whole evening when she at fine-dining restaurant, but she still has to stay till the end because she 

needs to finish all the dishes even she felt tired (Appendix 2. ). 

Yan gave her negative opinion which she felt quite exhausted and wanted to leave, even the food is 

really good (Appendix 6. ). Liu from tourists feedback, pointed out that even guests wanted to try fine-
dining and have the fantasy on that, but after they actually experienced it, they may overwhelmed and 

disappointed because they did not prepare the fundamental dining manner knowledges.  

Second, the menu at restaurants in Copenhagen is different from China. Maybe tourists already 

experienced the sequence of serving, but how to order from the menu still mentioned by interviewees 
as a difference. Especially in the New Nordic restaurants in Copenhagen, their menu are so simple  

and rarely do a la carte, so guests normally can only choose from the two menus: small or big ones. 
Interviewees have different opinion on this. Zhang said she likes this way because for her, it is easier 

to deicide when she does not familiar with the ingredients. Also waiters always ask if there are some 
ingredients that she may allergy with, she felt quite safe. Chen has critique commons on this. She 

thinks it is easier for the restaurants and chefs to prepare the ingredients for the cost control, but for 
guests, no matter if they like the dish or not, they have to take it. She also mentioned the difference of 

sharing: 

“ The concept of Chinese dining and western is different. We would love to share, we think it 

will be better that everyone can try all the dishes and eat what they like. But for western style, 
especially that I experienced these set menu in Copenhagen, everyone eat the what they 

ordered and eat individually, no matter I like it or not, I have to take it” (Appendix 2. ). 

Especially for dessert, Chen said she still thinks that part is not for her. She normally do not eat sweet 

things, but when she ordered the set menu, she has to finish it. It was not because she did not like the 
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dessert, it is because Chinese dining culture that they do eat dessert that often (Appendix 2. ). This 

also mentioned by Liu, when her clients dined at Copenhagen, many people can not finish the 
dessert. Also the price for a scoop ice cream as dessert is quite high, she thinks sometimes dessert is 

too much for Chinese tourists (Appendix8. ). 

For more experienced tourists like Zhao and Xie, they interpreting the set menu with their own 

understanding and they both appreciated. They again, mentioned their dining experiences at 
Geranium. Xie said he didi not really remember specific dishes from that set menu, but that actually 

should be the three stars Michelin restaurant standard, nothing standard out but everything smoothly 
presented. He said he likes to order set menu, because only set menu can offer chefs the chance to 

show their whole concept and philosophy about food, the whole experience at Geranium was like a 
symphony (Appendix 5. ). Zhao had the agreement on that and she further said it is important to 

accepted and enjoy every dish that served by the restaurant, time was not that important (Appendix 7. 
). 

Among all the interviewees’ danish gastronomy experiences, there are two tendencies they think food 
can satisfy them, some of them focus on food itself, others think social with others more satisfied. 

Min is the one put her focal consideration on danish cuisine per se. She mentioned that she does not 
dine alone and no matter about the service, interior or general atmosphere in the restaurant, as long 

as the dish live up to her expectation, she thinks that is a great meal. Chen and He are more take 
others into consideration. Chen pointed out that:   

“I take social into my consideration within my dining experience, the chance that I go to new 
restaurants often because me and my friends want to explore new thing together” (Appendix 

3. ).  

He rooted in Chinese social cultural, explanted why she thinks sometime social is more important:  

“ i think dining is a very important way of social, especially for us as Chinese, we do 
everything on the dining table, from hang out with friends to discuss business. […] If the 

restaurant I really want to exploring their food, I will more concentrate the food itself, but if my 
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theme for that day is to meet friends, I thing social and communications more 

important” (Appendix 4. ).  

6.1. 5. Social experiences


Chinese often says that everything can be talked and solved on the dining table. So for them, dining 
experiences is more than just eating food. When asked about the interviewees how they think about 

the importance of social experiences within their gastronomy trip in general, many interviewees 
answered they think it is important, at least they need it. The social atmosphere in Copenhagen’s 

restaurants is very cosy, guests eat their dish and do not talk loud, their behavior quite low-key, the 
whole environment quite intimate. This is different from Chinese eating social style. He pointed out 

that for Chinese, eating is one important aspect for social, not only with friends and family, also for 
business. Normally, we talk loud on the table. Min also said Chinese people like their dining 

experiences ‘lively’, otherwise they may think the guests are not happy with the food and environment. 
Also, she said for Chinese people, they would love to sharing dishes with each others, which show 

people’s friendly (Appendix 3. ). Even the social atmosphere is different from what they normally have 
in China, but they still enjoyed it and they think the cosy and intimacy quite nice. Also, interviewees 

take the gastronomy experiences involved in their social experiences. Many of them not travel alone, 
either with friends either with families. They also take travel aboard as a chance to relax and enjoy 

social bound. Xie as a very experienced gastronomy traveler, he pointed out that social is getting 
more and more important for his gastronomy experiences.   

“[…]So it is s important to me that I can find a time to real talk with my friends and families. 
During my trip, I think when we eat, that is always the best time that we can sit down and 

communicate in person. So, when I go to fine-dining restaurants now, if the food just 
average, but I had a great time with my companies, I still think that was a good meal. I like 

the social vibe at Copenhagen, nothing too much” (Appendix 5. ).  

Chen also has the mutual understanding of the importance of social communication with friends when 

she dine with them. But she said she felt the restaurants’ atmosphere in Copenhagen too cosy, she 
could not really enjoyed the open conversation with her friends, she needs the Chinese lively version 
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(Appendix 2. ). He said she enjoyed both Danish and Chinese version of social environment at 

restaurants, it is depends on if she wanted to relax or active social with friends (Appendix 4. ). Zhang 
enjoyed more Danish cosy style than Chinese lively style. She said she enjoyed her small talks with 

friends in a casual environments, restaurants in Copenhagen create the atmosphere that she wants 
(Appendix 1. ).  

Min does not really care about social experiences when she travel. For her, gastronomy experience is 
all about food, she does not even mind to dine alone at Michelin restaurants, she thinks as long as the 

food is good, social with others is not that important at that meal (Appendix 3. ). Liu answered from the 
feedback she got from her clients. They felt talk in lower voice not their way of social with others, they 

need to talk loud to show their passion and happiness (Appendix 8. )   

6.1.6. Sharing experiences


All the interviewees have social media accounts, mainly from the international platform Instagram and 

domestic platform Weibo (See Figure 7. ). 

Especially for Xie and Min, they are not only the social media users, their Weibo profile also verified 
as ‘food freelancer’ officially. When asking interviewees about their sharing experiences on social 

medias, many of them said they at least will posts some pictures on their accounts. Chen and Zhang 
are not very active on their social medias, but they said if they feel the dining experience very nice, 

they would love to share with friends (Appendix 1. & 2. ). Min said at the beginning, she was not 
intentionally wanted to be a food freelancer, but after she constantly posts on her accounts, she feels 

sharing becomes one thing which she wanted to do daily during her trip, because she keeps posting, 
she gained thousands followers (Appendix 3. ). Xie also has the similar experiences, but he has no 

pressure on gaining followers. He said he did not just posting pictures because he dined at Michelins, 
he stilll take his social media account as a personal account where he can critical about his 

gastronomy experiences (Appendix 5. ). Also, many of the interviewees mentioned that they think 
sharing gastronomy experiences especially fine-dining experiences, sometimes contain some 

‘showing-off’ mentality.     
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FIGURE 7. : GASTRONOMY POSTS  
Source: Screen shoots from interviewees social media accounts 

6.2. Finding summery 


Above all, interviewees has different opinions in terms of different gastronomic experiences elements. 

When they experience food per se, many of the interviewees appreciated that the New Nordic cuisine 
technics keep the original flavors from the ingredients, but still some tourists do not like raw and cold 

food. Some tourists like traditional danish food, but some others think traditional dishes are too heavy. 
Also, most of them very concentrate on the presentation of the dish. They think if the dish pretty 

enough, it is a big bonus. When the author asked about the environment that they experienced during 
their gastronomy trip, for restaurants, they pay more attention on interior and the whole atmosphere. 

This is also related with their social media sharing experiences. They would love to posting beautiful 
pictures which can related with their dining experiences.  For more casual food places, they more 

focus on if local people also go there to eat or not, they judge the place depends on the local vibe, 
they want to feel they are involved in the local life when they eat there. When talk about service 

experience, most of the interviewees give the positive feedback. Especially for the New Nordic fine-
dining restaurants, their ‘down-to earth’ service style attracted tourists who does not like old-fashioned 
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serious service. Also everyone quite happy about the waiter in Copenhagen. They feel the waiters all 

very passionate about what they are doing and full of food knowledges. Tourists also satisfied they 
leaned some food knowledge from the chefs and waiters. But for tourists demanding for flawless 

service, Danish practical style is too rough for them. When talked about the whole dining procedure, 
interviewees started the conversation with comparison between Chinese and Western style. They all 

experienced the set menu procedure. Some interviewees enjoyed it because they think they can only 
fully understand the chefs and restaurants by spending the whole evening and enjoying every bit of 

the meal. But for some others, they think some part is too complicated even they know the whole 
dining take quite a while. Most of the tourists take social experience as part of the gastronomy 

experiences. They think travel and eat with friends or families is a very important component which 
should included in their trips. Some tourists like the social environment here because they feel it is 

more relax, but some others like Chinese lively ways which they think they can express themselves 
more.  

6.3. Discusion 


Sormaz at el. (2015) pointed out that almost all tourists have the desire to meet outside for local food 
experiences when they travel. From Warder and Martens (2008), they define ‘eating out’ merely 

means eating food for survival, it has been expanded to a range of food related social entertainment 
activities. When tourists travel to other places, they often eat out at local restaurants. For this study, all 

the interviewees had several eating out experiences at fine-dining restaurants, also they went to local 
food markets. When asked about their experiences, they did not mention if the food feeds their hunger 

or not, they evaluate their gastronomy experiences based on if they feel enjoyable and if they had a 
great time to socialize with others. It shows that tourists eat out not because they physically 

demanding food, sometimes it purely because they pursue experiencing pleasure (Warder &  
Martens, 2008). First, in order to identify how interviewees involved in their gastronomy experiences, 

the author adopted the theory from experiences dimensions (Pine & Gilmore,1998). All the 
interviewees are felt enjoyable and pleasant by the presentation of the dishes. This shows that tourists 

entertained by absorbing what is happening on the plate. As long as the dish presented in front of 
them beautifully, they still satisfied and think their gastronomy experience quite nice. It is also related 
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to their motivations of sharing. As mentioned before, tourists attracted by beautiful pictures from the 

dishes and when they come to Copenhagen, they also wanted to have the similar pictures to share on 
their social medias. If the picture lives up to their expectation, they also think their experiences are 

good. This is related tourists self- centered expectations. By sharing experiences, tourists wan to gain 
recognition and social ties, also they enjoy online interactions (Munar & Jacobsen, 2014). For tourists 

use social medias to posting reviews and evaluations, they are more community oriented. They would 
love to contributing on user-generated content platforms in order to providing more informations to 

other users (ibid).     

The environment at restaurants and food markets is another factor which has the influence on tourists 
gastronomic pleasure. Tourists within esthetic dimension immersed themselves with designs and 

aesthetics. Interviewees comment that restaurants in Copenhagen remind them about Danish design 
a lot and they think the whole atmosphere at fine-dining restaurants general quite nice. Even some 

interviewees did not really understand the how the restaurant is precisely designed, but they still feel 
the pleasure. Some of the interviewees mentioned that they know it is because the nice atmosphere 

enhanced the dining experience, that is why they want to experience fine-dining restaurants in 
Copenhagen. As the author identified before, Chinese tourists who motivated by gastronomy tourism 

because they have the eager to learn new knowledge. From hedonism point of view, involvement 
related with self-relevance an emotional benefits, it is also describe as ‘pleasure value’ (Goossens, 

2000). In this study, when the author asking interviewees about their experiences with Danish serves, 
all of the interviewees said they think the Danish style very down-to-earth and they learned some 

knowledge about local ingredients and New Nordic cuisines during the dining experiences. Education 
let tourists active participant and absorb some new knowledge (Mehmet M & Marit E, 2011). The 

interconnection between tourists, chefs, and waiters shows the change from ‘offer and receive’ action 
to co-creating experience together (ibid). Interviewees active bring up questions and participant in 

their gastronomy experiences to learn something new, this offers the way that tourists can active 
involve in their gastronomy experience and feel the “pleasure value” from the knowledge . Except Xie 

did complain about Relæ has no service and Zhao said the waiter did not care the water stains, others 
did not critical about their experiences with Danish service. From the author’s understanding, it is not 

because the service at Copenhagen is near perfection, it is due to majority Chinese tourists still 
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inexperienced with western service culture, they do not have their standard to evaluate service. So 

they actually did not concentrate on service skills per se, instead, they evaluate service based on if 
the waiters and chefs helped them or not.  

When talked about the dining procedure, most of the interviewees gave positive comments. But the 

author found that interviewees need other supports to stay at restaurants without getting bored. Either 
they needed to talk with waiters, either they needed to social with partners. The majority did not say 

that they spent the whole evening there just because of the dish and service. Two interviewees who 
went to Geranium said they enjoyed the smoothly dining procedure, but majority tourists do not go to 

Michelin three starts. From the author’s opinion, interviewees actually created their own conversation 
and interactions, not immersed in dining procedure which served from restaurants. The author thinks it 

is due to the difference between eastern and western dining cultures. Especially in China, dine at 
restaurants often involve in social or business activities, service in Chinese restaurants limited with 

waiters delivery dishes, fill up glasses and answer what guests ask for. So for Chinese, they receive 
service passively. When they travel abroad and dine at western fine-dining or Michelins, they do not 

know how to respond and immerse themselves in the service.  

Interviewees who come to Copenhagen experience gastronomy said there are many different 
elements from what they had at other places. Peak touristic experiences explain this as their touristic 

experiences sharply different from tourists daily life. Most of the interviewees enjoy the contrast when 
they dined at fine-dining restaurants or at least think it's interesting. From the author’s opinion, this is 

due to from food to table manner, everything in Copenhagen is different from China. Tourists who 
went to food market or restaurants, they were expecting to have different food. By that point, tasting 

dishes were tourists peak experiences. Peak experiences can change to supporting experiences 
when new attractions surprise and hence tourists satisfaction (Quan & Wang, 2004). Some 

interviewees waiting for the new course because they would love to learn what is the new ingredient 
on the plate; others enjoy talking with others and did not concentrate on food. Tourists who absorbed 

in knowledge and active social with others, their dining experiences partly changed from peak 
experiences to support one. Their focuses were not on dishes themselves. From Quan & Wang 

(2004), their opinion is supporting experiences can not compensate if peak experiences do not live up 
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to tourists expectation. But for Chinese tourists, their attractions on food can be transferred to learning 

new knowledge or to socialize with others. So if they think these supporting experiences are more 
important and they satisfied, Chinese tourists still feel they had a good time. 

6.4. Sub-conclusion 


Chinese young and independent tourists like the New Nordic style dishes more than traditional Danish 
dishes. First, they think the new version with more fresh and nature ingredients good are for the 

health. Second, they more concentrate on the presentation of the dish rather than the taste.They 
attracted by the online pictures and motivated to come to Copenhagen and enjoy the similar dishes. 

On one hand, their expectation may meet if the actual dish looks similar from they found on social 
media before; on the other hand, they would love to sharing the similar dining experience in order to 

state their self- identification, So, their satisfaction can be meet if the dishes look beautiful. They also 
enjoy the interior and atmosphere in the fine-dining restaurants. So, for Chinese tourists, a good 

presentation is important. Learn something new is one of the highlight in their gastronomy 
experiences. Excepted very experienced gastronomy tourists they may critical about the detail of the 

service, majority Chinese tourists did not pay attention on the service in general. The interaction 
between guests and waiters about knowledge sharing helped tourists active involved in their dining 

experiences, also the reaction from waiters and chefs optimized Chinese tourists perception for 
Danish service style. Most of them enjoyed the ‘down-to earth’ Danish service. It shows Chinese 

young tourists would love to know deeper about Danish cuisines, sharing knowledges with them can 
be part of the service that them want to received. Majority tourists would love to experience the whole 

dining procedure at fine-dining restaurants, but they need to supported by other things to avoiding get 
bored. Socializing with others is important to Chinese guests. It is rooted their dining culture which 

Chinese take eat out as a chance to gathering people together. Back in China, guests at restaurants 
more enjoy the lively atmosphere and they want to talk loud. But in Copenhagen, they need to reserve 

themselves more because the cozy and intimacy environment. Tourists understand this is culture 
difference and they also respected it. So, even Chinese tourist felt some cultural difference, but they 

would love to take it as a new experiences. Also because the distance between two dining cultural, no 
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one really actively immersed in the dining, Chinese tourists more concentrate on other things than 

food and service.  

7. Conclusion 


This study aimed to answer the main question: “ From Chinese tourists gastronomy experiences in 

Copenhagen, What Danish gastronomic related elements can be used as new touristic factors to 
attracting Chinese tourists” ? By exploring Chinese tourists real gastronomy experiences in 

Copenhagen, the author answered three sub-questions, which supported the author generated a 
comprehensive understanding of what Chinese tourists find interesting about danish gastronomy 

tourism. 

First, the Chinese tourists this study talks about is a group of people who travel overseas. They 
already experienced outbound travel several times. They are young, well-educated and tech-savvy. 

They have the independent mindset that they would love to plan their travel by themselves and they 
have the spirit for adventures and seek for novelty. Conventional landmarks sightseeings can not 

satisfy their curiosity for a travel destination, instead, they would love to explore more unique and local 
travel elements which can be more representative for their travel experiences.  

Gastronomy offers the chance for tourists who want to enjoy more unconventional travel experiences. 

They do not consider dine at Chinese restaurants, instead, they rely on online resources to exploring 
local gastronomy. Many tourists already know Copenhagen is famous for fine-dining because of 

Noma. Noma still the most representative name for Chinese to related gastronomy in Copenhagen 
and the New Nordic concept. They influenced by the information online and have the eager to 

experiences fine-dining in Copenhagen. Presentation of the dishes attracted them most, tourists also 
critical about the interior and atmosphere at the restaurants. Trying new ingredients and leaning new 

knowledges satisfied Chinese tourists’ curiosities. There is a niche Chinese tourists group who focus 
on gastronomy tourism and more experienced with fine-dining restaurants, they more concentrate on 

details of their dining experiences. Some of them will travel to one place because they booked the 
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table at Michelins, some others will revisit the same place when the restaurant changed their seasonal 

menus.   

For Copenhagen, tourists would love to experiencing fine-dining restaurants where serve the New 
Nordic cuisines. By dining at Danish restaurants and sharing their experiences on social media, 

tourists may feel satisfied from their self-identity mentally. Many of the tourists do not very focus on 
service skills, but they do enjoy the communication between waiters and chefs to getting to know new 

knowledge about ingredients. Even the dining expenses in Copenhagen is relativity more expensive, 
but many Chinese tourists still at least include one fine-dining meal in their trip. Besides fine-dining 

restaurants, Chinese tourists also go to Torvehallerne to enjoy more ‘’down-to-earth’ local food.     

8. Suggestion


Based on this study, the author would love to offering suggestions to the organization and restaurants 

who are interested in Chinese tourism market. 

Good presentation of the New Nordic cuisines, Michelins or restaurants related with Noma are 
elements which Chinese tourists feel attractive for Danish gastronomy,also designed Interior, good 

social atmosphere offers Chinese more enjoyable experiences, For restaurants who want to promote 
themselves to Chinese tourists, they should really focus on make their dishes’ representation looks 

attractive also the interior need to be more polished. Offering the Chinese tourists the chance to learn 
new knowledges from local ingredients is a plus. So for chefs and waiters, it would be nice if they can 

share more Danish gastronomy knowledges with Chinese tourists.  

Doing marketing on online social media is very important, especially on Instagram and Weibo. These 
two platforms have more visual oriented features, it is matched with Chinese tourists more attracted 

by pictures. Also, Chinese tourists use social media as information searching tool, key words are 
important for them to find related gastronomy contents directly. For food bloggers on social media, 

their gastronomy experiences also can be use for promoting Danish gastronomy if they included 
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relevant key words in their posts. Not only depending on external social media accounts, official 

Danish tourism organization also should update their domain website and their Chinese social media 
account more often, posting more information about dance gastronomy can benefit for tourists who 

search for informations. 

All in all, for Chinese young tourists who have the desire to explore gastronomy, presentation and fine-
dining are important.  

9. Limitation and future research


Due to the study specific focuses on Chinese tourists in Denmark, researches and investigations in 
this area still infancy, reports and other publications are not newly updated. The consumption and 

preference patterns for Chinese tourists in Denmark may vary. For interviews, due to tourists have 
schedules for other activities, the length for each interview from 40 - 60 minutes. Interviewees may did 

not express themselves entirely. Also the interviews conducted in a semi-structured way, so during 
interviews, some answers may not very relevant with this study.  Interviews conducted in Chinese, 

when translated to English, the words and sentences may slightly differ from original interviewee’s 
expression.  

Due to this study aimed to understand Chinese tourists personal motivations and perceptions of their 

gastronomy experiences in Copenhagen, so qualitative interviews is the adopted by the author as the 
main primary datas. Even interviewees from the same tourists segment which the author identified at 

the beginning, but their perceptions may not fully represent the whole group. This study more focuses 
on Chinese tourists experiences with the New Nordic cuisines at fine-dining restaurants in 

Copenhagen, even interviewees mentioned their experiences at local food market, but  tourists other 
food experiences are less investigated in general.  

A mere gastronomy tourism research focuses on Asian or Chinese tourists, so theories which the 

author adopted to analyzing the data based on western gastronomy tourism studies. Some of the 
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primary data could not explained by western theories precisely. This is mainly due to the research 

background differ from eastern to western. 

From here, the author found social media has major impact on independent Chinese tourists. Their 
motivations generate from online contents and they would love to involve in experiences sharing. 

Especially, comparing conventional sightseeings, young tourists more attracted by local and lifestyle 
based travel experiences. So, for further research, it would be interesting to investigating how Social 

media involves in Chinese tourists' gastronomy trip.  
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11. Appendix 


All the digital records can be found: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
0B0RigcWPYh7ONjdHM3ZCZ2JraTA?usp=sharing

11. 1. Appendix 1.


Interviewee: Zhang RongRong
Time: 01/08/2017
Location: Copenhagen

1. Could you introduce yourself? 
I from Qing Dao, China. I am a student study at design, so I want to come to Denmark to see some 
design and also visiting friends.  

2. what is you impression about Denmark before you come to here? 
Because i am a designer, nordic design is very famous and i also like it. also i read some books about 
these places. More, i think nordic style cuisine is also famous in terms of their simple but interesting 
concept. Especially Copenhagen, i know here is the best city for New Nordic Cuisine and Noma is 
very famous.  

3. Did you search any information before you get here? 
Yes, this is my first time to come to Denmark so it is important for me to get some general knowledge. 
Especially for restaurants, i was reaching what are unique restaurants, danish chef, their background 
and stories. Because i don't often eat western food in China, so i think it better to know in advance 
that what i should pay attention on  how to dine at western restaurants. I think comparing with the 
more local and detail information that local blogger offered, their website is to broad with topics and 
informations. I feel the website operators are less experienced than local bloggers, so I don't think 
their information is useful. 

4.  What have you done in Copenhagen? 
I went sightseeing these days, went to see little mermaid, also some architectures. Of course, i was 
dine at serval restaurants. I feel visit popular tourists attractions within Europe are more or less same, 
its hard to really identify and remember these places afterwards. But for Nordic food in Copenhagen, I 
find it really different. 

5. How do you getting to know New Nordic Cuisine? 
Because i am designer, so at the beginning, my got into to know design related themes a lot. There 
are many danish restaurants use design furnitures, so i was looking all these pictures and gradually 
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pay attention on where are these restaurants, what are their dishes and what are their styles. (pictures 
is important). So actually this is one of my motivation to come to here and try nordic cuisine, because i 
think they are beautiful. Also on my social medias account, there are many pictures about nordic 
cuisines show up and introduce the concept of nordic cuisine, i find it quite interesting. (so the first 
impression get from nordic cuisine from pictures). 

6. What is your expectation for Denmark before you come? 
Actually nordic cuisine is one of my main theme that i want to experience. Before i just can see it from 
pictures, now its time to really enjoy it. Even i can image and guess whats the flavors of the taste, but 
it is still very different when i actually experience it. Also the service and communications are 
important for me.  

7. What is your personal preference when you visit Copenhagen 
Because I am a designer, so when I visit this city, I more concentrate on the things that related my 
study and job, (travel elements with life, even on vacations). I went some brands showrooms, went 
some restaurants not only for food but also for the interiors. I think its also depends on who you travel 
with. If I come with my parents, i will also go to tivoli, but now i want to spend more time on 
architectures and designs. 

8. What are your experiences so far for gastronomy experiences in Copenhagen? 
i know New Nordic Cuisine started with the Cofoco, a restaurant in Copenhagen which my friend 
introduced me.  After I tried it, i think it quite nice and different. So after that, i start to get to know 
some deeper knowledge about nordic cuisine by myself. Then i searched some other restaurants that 
i think its interesting and tried them. I think the chefs here very good at storytelling. I think these 
stories give the restaurants some extra.   
For example, I wen to 108 and got to know that they use unconventional and ingredients to cook novel 
dishes and its also taste delicious. I like their create mentality.   

9. What is your perception of trying novel nordic cuisines? 
i think people here have the cutting-edge mentality about sustainability. They are concern about that 
we  consume too much meat and its not good for environment. So they want to find a way other 
options like eat more vegetables or inserts to protect environments. I got to know that New Nordic 
restaurants trying to find the way that how we can eat in a more organic and balance way.  
I didn't pay much attention on organic lifestyle before I was in China. But I attracted by this concept 
and what I experienced here motivated me to live like that afterwards. 
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10. What type of danish food information or knowledge that you pay more attention? 
First, of course i more interested in Michelin starts restaurants, they have very nice pictures, from their 
cutlery to dish presentation. When i use my social medias, I normally just check pictures instead of 
texts. So many time that I remember the restaurants just because I saw the picture. I also know some 
danish street food for travel guides like hot dogs and open sandwiched. 

11. Do you think travel guides are valuable and trustable for you? 
I think travel guides can give me a general concept, but for deeper exploration, I need to do some 
research by myself. I followed some bloggers accounts on Weibo, they are quite focus on Nordic 
themes, so I get some specific knowledge from them. Because when you travel, you don't really know 
where to eat, but as long as you find some place where local people also eat, I will assume that is a 
good place. Also when i travel abroad, i want to exploring local life. It is also the similar thing that I 
think the information from local social media blog is more attractive and trustable. Because for travel 
guides, its normally written by other tourists, they don't really know the detail of local life. Even they 
generated some information, but it is more or less the thing that they experienced. But if I am 
searching for recommendations, I would love to trust maybe Chinese social media bloggers who is 
living at the place i will visit, I think they have more understanding of local life. Also normally, I find out 
they describe a restaurant in both objective and subjective ways. For me, their personal expression 
more attracted by because I feel that part of information more alive.  

12. What are the differences you feel that Nordic restaurants have comparing other foreign types? 
Italian and Spanish style are too exaggerated from restaurants interiors to their chefs behaviors. And 
its quite different with the Chinese style that I normally eat. In China, we critical more purely based on 
if the taste is authentic or not, but here, people more evaluate based on the innovative concepts. I 
also feel the they have the different parts to concentrate on. In Copenhagen, chefs not only focus the 
taste, how to set to the table, the ingredients organic or not,  what is the story behind the dish also 
take into consideration. But in China, we evaluate a dish based on the price of the ingredients, the 
lively atmosphere. Also the atmosphere in Copenhagen is very cosy, i think it shows danish people 
lifestyles. I find this dining atmosphere very comfortable for me.  

13. What do you think the knowledges that you get from your gastronomy experiences? Do you think 
it helpful or interesting? 
I think get some inside knowledges are always good and helpful. In terms of food, if i just eat the dish, 
I only know the taste. But if there are some stories and knowledge behind, I can remember better. And 
also if I find these information very attractive, i have the motivation to try other related restaurants.   

14. Among the restaurants that you tried, do you have some special experiences want to talk? 
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I think its quite different from Nordic cuisine and Chinese. There are so many ingredients that I don't 
know. Also the way that they cook and the seasoning are different. Even the dish looks like very 
simple, but i feel comfortable when I taste. Also I have the feeling that the chef really considering how 
to combine everything to be tasty.  

15. What is your perception of to try new ingredients? 
I am almost fearless to try unknown. Maybe senior tourists think its wired, buy young people like us, i 
think we normally have the thought that I come here to adventure something new, so when we go to 
restaurants, we would love to order thing we didn't know before. I come to Copenhagen for their food, 
so I feel I should try more novel food. 

16. What is your experiences about the process of dine at Nordic cuisine restaurants?  
I really like danish service style, people really helpful. Because I don't know much about what to order, 
what are these ingredients, so I normally ask the waiter. They recommended me dishes based on 
what flavors I described, what wine to match the dish. I feel the waiters here are educated and 
sophisticated with food knowledges. (waiter have knowledges).  I don't feel awkward about asking 
questions, instead, I think I gain more knowledges. Chefs in Copenhagen are also very humble and 
polite. I find this is quite Danish ’style’.  I remember I was at one restaurant, the chef directly describe 
and serve the dish to customers, I think its quite impressive. Also i heard about the story that the chef 
at Relæ, he goes to farmer market every morning to pick ingredients, I think its show how passionate 
the chef is about his food and his restaurant. I went for a coffee and the barista talked with me some 
coffee knowledges, i think its nice. 

17. Which elements that you feel important for you in your gastronomy experiences? 
I think I am impressive by Chefs innovative thoughts. They are trying to keep the original flavors from  
ingredients but still very tasty. I find its very attractive by chefs embedded their philosophy inside of 
their dishes.  

18. How do you evaluate your danish gastronomy experiences live up to your expectations? 
I feel what i experienced are more than what i expected. Before i got here, i just wanna to try some 
Michelin starts, but now i know the stories behind them and also get to know more knowledge about 
food, and experienced Danish lifestyles.    

19. Besides of fine-dining restaurants, what did you also experienced for danish local food? 
I went to the farmer market, i ate danish open sandwich, oysters, and smoked salmon. especially i 
had  that really good salmon and changed by perceptions of raw food. I also like the atmosphere and 
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concept if here. The market very organic and I think it represent Copenhagen lifestyle. Also, I saw 
some local people also eat there, I think its a good place.  

20. Do you have your own evaluation about this trip? 
I think its really good, especially for my gastronomy part of experiences. The food here very innovative 
and fashionable, also the chefs lifestyle is very interesting for me. I heard about Noma is doing pop-up 
restaurants around the world, I feel they running restaurants not because of the money, I think thats a 
lifestyle that they are really passionate about cooking. So, i trust them on this that they can make nice 
food.  

21. How do yo use your social media account during the trip? 
I normally don't really active with posting, but because the gastronomy experience here is really 
unique and nice, so I did posts to remember to share the beautiful things with friends. If i think some 
places are good, i also would love to recommend to other friends if they will come to Copenhagen. 

11. 2. Appendix 2. 


Intweviwee: Chen XiaoXiao 
Time: 03/08/2017 
Location: Copenhagen 

1. When you start to get into know Danish food? 
I was living in the student dorm and i have some danish friends. we were talking about danish food 
and i also gradually know some general food information. But that time, my understanding of danish 
gastronomy are very shallow, basically just open sandwich. i was not very attracted by that but it was 
a good introduction. i like the summer drink with butter mike and small cookies, but overall, i was not 
impressed. 

2. How do you know more about danish food? 
After i start working, i have more ability to eat out. By that time, noma was getting more popular on 
media and become well know. I also paid attention on that and found that New Nordic Cuisine quite 
interesting, so i started to have some exceptions on this type of dining experiences and thought about 
to try.  

3. What was your motivation to focus on gastronomy. 
I think its based on my interests about food. my child hood dream was become a food critic. I like 
Chinese food, but I'm also curious about international food. i have many foreign friends who would 
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love to experiences and talk about gastronomy. this for me is one of the motivation that i can enjoy 
the food with my friends. Also we would love to explore where are new places to eat. Not only i enjoy 
it, i also want to bring friends to there, social is also one part of my gastronomy experiences.  

4. Are you more concentrate on food itself or the whole experiences? 
For me, food is my first priority. For example, some restaurants that I went in Copenhagen, they 
homemade everything for bread to butter, I think it shows that they care about the quality. 
Environment is important, but it does not to be fancy, i feel comfortable is the most important. I really 
like one of the concept from Nordic gastronomy is that it is very casual and low-key. I feel this style is 
rooted in danish lifestyle. I went to 108 when they did pop-up at Noma, i had quite deep memory. i 
remember the lighting was not very bright and the chairs are vintage style, the whole interior very 
nordic design style, i feel cosy and comfortable. Also the waiters are easygoing and pleasant. The 
whole atmosphere just suit my desire. But i think for guests really demanding for flawless service 
experiences, these type of “Copenhagen style” might too informal.  

5. Chinese different and western? 
From my understanding, Chinese are good with variety flavors and mixed combination. Nordic cuisine 
more focus on local ingredients. I feel Chinese cuisine are lack of concept, it just satisfied your taste, 
some times it was over sourcing. The after thoughts about where are the ingredients and the concept 
of the dished left behind because i didn't really feel the ingredient itself. generally. 

The concept of Chinese dining and western is different. We would love to share, we think it will be 
better that everyone can try all the dishes and eat what they like. But for western style, especially that 
I experienced these set menu in Copenhagen, everyone eat the what they ordered and eat 
individually. I also think it it not very polite that share other’s dishes when dine at set menu 
restaurants. And for Chinese, we normally want to have all the dished on the table, but western style 
is by courses, the procedure is way longer then Chinese style. I think for Chinese tourists who doesn't 
familiar with western style, they may feel exhausted.   

6. How do yo think about organic ? 
I have the moderate though about this. i am not anti-organic but i also not concentrate on that. Maybe 
because i am an engineer, so i often think the organic concept is just one selling point. I need to 
considering if i really need these organic food. From production point of view, it is not good for area 
still lack of food. Organic concept is for middle class.  

7. How about the stories of chefs and restaurants ? 
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If the restaurants that i consider to go, i normally search some general information and check their 
ranking in advance. I especially like Noma because it was the first restaurant that i got to know Nordic 
Cuisine. I was watching Noma’s documentary <the perfect stone>. I was very interested in how to run 
an restaurant, also attracted by the chefs concept and believe. When i watch <chef’s table>, i feel they 
have the reason to be success. But if the restaurant just average, I normally not pay attentions.  

8. How do you evaluate tour gastronomy experiences? 
After these years gastronomy experiences, no matter i come to Denmark or go to other places, i 
constantly searching good places to eat. If the restaurants are good and famous, i will book the table 
in advance. For example, when I went to London, I booked five meals in advance and I rescheduled 
other activities in order to be on time for the meal. I take gastronomy as a chance to get to know local 
culture. For me, i am really passionate about food, so gastronomy is very important in my travel.      

9. How important for you with gastronomy experiences? 
I think its depending on how much the knowledge i know for the destination.  If i have more 
information about the place or the restaurant,  i will evaluate by myself an see if it worth to try. Also, if I 
think a restaurant are good, I may go back every time when they change menus. I gained more 
knowledge from the friends who also interest in gastronomy. The more I see and know, the more I 
want to experience. I also like the concept when I order the set menu here, there are some small 
dishes in between, its quite surprising.    

10. How do you think your motivated with trying novel food? 
I think it is important to have a positive and openminded attitude when you try novel food. Also, when 
you travel to the new location, it is does not make sense to me still eat Chinese food or pizza. If there 
are opportunities to experience novel food, my opinion is tourist should at least try. I think the 
experiences quite unique.  It is a very treasurable opportunity for me to experience something new or 
authentic. I think it is important with restaurants in Copenhagen to have a good concept and maintain 
their quality. Also, i am obsessed with mark the restaurants and places that I tried, i think that can 
remind me part of the travel memories and i feel success. Also i think gastronomy is a general topic 
which most of people love to talk about. I also like to talk and share the places I feel nice to friends. I 
think the discussion between friends about this topic is interesting. I take social into my consideration 
within my dining experience, the chance that I go to new restaurants often because me and my friends 
want to explore new thing together.  

11. What do you think food in Copenhagen? 
I think the restaurants in Copenhagen very diverse. I like the concept about their healthy food. 
Comparing with the traditional danish food, the modern danish food trend is more focus on health in a 
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good way. I like the concept of Nordic Cuisine is really focus on innovation, even they don't have 
many ingredients and long history 

12. How do you get to know these information? 
I use Instagram a lot and danish local website. I also like pay attention on what famous chefs are 
doing, Jimmy Oliver is my first and favorite chef. Even I like cooking, but I think it is not really related 
with my choose of restaurants.  

13. How do you use social media? 
I am not very active on social media about posting, but if the restaurant very special, i will share and 
recommended to friends. Social medias for me more as a tool than as a platform for posting. I also 
kind of trust the food critic bloggers. I think if they all say there is a good place, there must be a 
reason, I will attract by this and have the motivation to go. 

When go through these social medias accounts, I normally just focus on pictures. I think we all 
superficial and judgmental. I have the curiosity  if the picture looks nice, then I may will check where is 
it and what are they doing. But i think there are too many food bloggers, they need new concept to be 
outstanding. Either they have very good source channel can get first hand information, either they 
need to find a new angle to exploring gastronomy.  

I kind of trust the reviews online, especially google ranking. In terms of tourists, these online reviews 
platforms are very convenient channels for tourists to collecting informations. But the perception for 
food is very personal, i think those reviews can be use as references instead of fully trust them. 

11. 3. Appendix 3.


Interviewee: Min Min
Time: 03/08/2017
Location: online

1. What is your motivation to come to Denmark? 

I booked the tale at Geranium, so I come to Copenhagen only for dine at there. 

2. Did you know any thing about the Nordic cuisine or related restaurants? 
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I was not very knowledgeable about the New Nordic cuisine, but I know Geranium and Relar quite a 
while because it always on the list of “the best 50 restaurants”. I successfully booked the table at both 
restaurants, so I come here for the dinner. 

3. Why do you want to experience gastronomy in Copenhagen? 

Because the New Nordic cuisine very different from other cuisines. There actually does not have 
many ingredients, so i feel the restaurants here really know how to use herbs and unusual ingredients.   
And also the presentation of the dish is fantastic. Because Im really pay attention on the presentation, 
so if the dish looks beautiful, i will also think the dish is nice.  

4. How did you decide to come and dine at Michelins? 

It is not that easy to decide. First, it is really expensive for just one meal. And also I need to pay all the 
expense. I normally read all the reviews on online platforms, but I have my own way of reading those. 
I check reviews by ascending order. Because often the people give the restaurant one or two starts 
due to they did not get the table or they actually did not know what they were eating. Some times 
maybe due to the service has something wrong, but all of those reasons do not bother me. I more 
focus on food itself. And also if I see reviewers did really detail explanation, I will check other reviews 
from them to see if they are experts in gastronomy. I am concentrate on the presentation of the dish, I 
don't read the press from the restaurants at all.   

Also, the recommendation from friends is very valuable. If i find friends who have similar taste with 
me, I would love to try the restaurants from their recommendations, because i feel thats quite 
trustable.  

And I am really focus on social medias, especially pictures on Instagram.  That is due to i am really 
into presentation. But I will follow the food blogger  i think has the same preference with me. Because 
I do not like traditional Michelins where they serve food with good quality, I would love to experiences 
Michelins with more innovative elements, that is the way i feel the meal worth of money.  

5. How important the restaurants environment for you? 

It is not very important. as long as I can eat there, it is okay. i am not concentrate on the lighting or 
interior. I ate quite a lot places at Germany, also i went to Japan before and collected ten more 
Michelin starts. During the three week when i was in japan, i was traveling around and ate Michelins. 
Now my travel schedule is all about Michelins. As long as I can get the reservation from the 
restaurants that i want to try, i will book everything and go there.   

6. How do you transfer your plan from sightseeing to gastronomy? 
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At the begging, i was not very concentrate on food, it is also because that time, i was student. Money 
was always an issue. But after i start working, I pay more attention on the food. Also I am good at 
cooking, so i always want to find new inspiration for my dishes. Also, I am eager to learn some new 
knowledges, so i do not mind dine alone, actually when I eat by myself, I can have more free time to 
ask questions about dishes and ingredients.  

7. What is the differences between your gastronomy experiences in Copenhagen and other places? 

The portion of the dish  in Copenhagen is really too less. And comparing with others, the restaurants 
here use more herbs. But relae is different. I read one book for the head chef, he said he does not like 
use herbs and spices, he would love to reserve the ingredient flavors. Also, I feel the dishes here are 
fusion style. Because there is not many ingredients can choose from, so the chefs often focus on 
innovation and creation. I will put Copenhagen and Tokyo at my favorites, because i really like nature 
taste from the ingredients themselves.  That is why I relae. Also, I like  the restaurants here because 
they all very innovative, they are trying to exploring new ingredients and new way of cooking, the 
whole procedure very impressive.    

8. What do you think the difference between the Chinese dishes and Danish? 

Chinese dishes have too much spices and source, I do not like it. I like danish style, they really show 
the taste from ingredients. I was a bit nervous when I went to the restaurant by myself. I know 
normally guests dine there with friends or partners. I am not saying that I feel lonely, but I just thought 
I will not fit into the whole environment and that may influence my dining experiences in general. But 
actually the waiter took care of me so well. Because I had some questions with the dishes, the waiter 
always patient and explained me everything in details. Even I had no company with me, but the whole 
evening I feel very comfortable. 

9. How do you think to try novel food? 

I think i would love to try new food because I did not know before, i am open for everything new to me. 
As long as the ingredients not too wired, I would love to try it. Also at Michelins in Copenhagen, they 
serve the dish with some performance. Now the trend is they pull source in front you. And no matter if 
I know the ingredients or not, normally i will order the set menu. Because I feel in this way, i can 
understand the restaurant and chef better.  

10. Do you think the stories from restaurants and chefs influence you when you make decision? 
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I think normally, guests will get to know more stores after they experienced the restaurants, so before 
guests really dine there, storytellings do not have impact on guest;s decision making. I do not think 
there are strong relations between the stories and the actual dining experiences. No matter how 
beautiful the story is, as long as the food is not that good, guest still will feel not satisfied. So the most 
important part still is the actual dining experiences. But <Chef’s Table> has so many unique stories, 
and i am really attracted by the chefs experiences of their culinary career. But if the stories from 
restaurants themselves, i think that is all about PR and marketing, so I don't really touched by that.  

11. Do you think you learned something from the gastronomy experiences? 

Because I also writing article for food, so for me, I need to do a lot research. Every time I dine at 
Michelins, I feel I can get new knowledges from the dining. Also from my dining experiences and the 
food i ate, i feel the lifestyle in Copenhagen is very healthy.   

12. What do you feel about local food? 

I went to food market and I had hotdog, It quite interesting, When I travel, I just choice two type of 
places to eat, either fine-dining, either food market. I feel in local market, there are so many types 
international food to choice from. When I at there, I normally choose local dishes instead of pizza. I 
had open sandwich, it is also nice. In general, l will choice local food first. I find these local food 
market by searching google key words. I like seafood a lot, so I went to organic market twice and I 
had oyster. Also, I like brunch and poached eggs. There are so many places offer the breakfast i like.  

11. 4. Appendix 4. 


Interviewee: He Ruo
Time: 04/ 08/ 2017
Location: online

1. What was the intention that you come to Copenhagen? 

because Denmark is one of the country can speak english, and also the location is better. Second, I 
always have the imagination for Denmark. Even I don't really know Copenhagen, but after i did some 

research, I felt there are many differences between Denmark and other places. In terms of happiness, 
i really attracted by this point and want to know how people’s real life here, if they really around the 

things that bring them happiness. Also “bike friendly” is one point that I think its nice. Third is because 
I got to know Nordic Cuisine and their eating style from Noma. Noma is gradually spread out to 

worldwide, also attract me to come.   
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2. How did you get to know Noma? 

I did not know before, but after i Went to Paris, i gradually get into culinary world and I started to learn 
some general and fundamental knowledges. I went to Lyon and participated a gastronomy fair, I got to 

know Nordic Cuisine and Nordic chefs that they both very creative. I start to intreated in from the 
dishes, the environment and other aspects from Nordic Cuisine. After that,, I start to read and pay 

more attention on this topic. I think Noma brought up a series restaurants in Copenhagen and brought 
Nordic cuisine concept to an international level. I feel Copenhagen and Noma can represent Nordic 

Cuisine from my perspective.    

3. Will you involve gastronomy in your travel? 
Definitely. I think it is very important to experience local cultural and lifestyles when you travel to 

another place. And i need to be interested in what the destination has. I need to spend lots of time and 
money on my trip, from booking flight to design the whole trip. I think gastronomy can represent 

different counties and regions’ identities, so it is a very important point to enjoy local cultural.  

4. What do you think about visit landmark and experience gastronomy? 
I think for me it depends on the destination. If the destination is more about explore mother nature, i 

will not have highly expectation to try local food. But for place like Copenhagen, I already know that 
they are well-known by their New Nordic Cuisine, so for me, here I more focus on gastronomy. Also I 

think it will be too much to have fine-dining very day when you travel, I will do in a moderation way. If I 
am on sightseeing, i may find a place to eat randomly, but for the restaurants which i think important 

for me, I will search some information in advance and go there with my curiosity, and maybe dress-up. 

5. Will you schedule travel plan around the restaurant? 
Yes. For the famous places, I think normally people need to book in advance for 2weeks, maybe one 

or two months ahead, so it is inevitably that the restaurant I booked should be the center of my trip 
plan. I can go when ever I want to visit the little mermaid, but for a restaurant that I want to dine, I 

need to plan ahead. If i missed that chance to eat the place I want to, I may will feel unsatisfied.  

6. In you gastronomy experiences, what is your focus? 
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I think for me, besides of the food it self, the whole environment and vibe from that restaurant need to 

be special. There are so many different aspect to considering and observing. If the restaurant’s food 
does not stand out, but i find their interiors, cutlery, and service quite attractive, I may still think it is a 

good restaurant.  

7. why do you search about gastronomy information? 
I think it because for me, i am interested in to know what i am actually eating and how they cook it. My 

curiosity to getting to know more knowledge after meals because i felt my dining experiences very 
interesting and i would love to get to know the reason. I want to know the knowledges actively not 

passive receive it.  

8. How do you search information? 
I read some travel guide, and use domestic Chinese travel website. Also trip advisor and Yelp. For me, 

i am quite positive about their review and comments on these platform. if the ranking is good, i may 
will to try. I also will recommended my friends what i experienced. Also on social medias, there are 

gradually informations  about gastronomy , i think it is a new way of recognize a destination. I am also 
sharing my experience on my social media. For me, sharing my gastronomy experiences to others 

can give the people who can not come to Copenhagen, maybe after they read my posts, they will 
have the motivation to come. I think nowadays, people’s travel style is changed from just take pictures 

to get more comprehensive understanding. 

9. Do you find food in Copenhagen is different from others? 
I think Nordic Cuisine, they really keep the original taste from the ingredients. it not like other styles 

which seasoning a lot, they are trying to reserve and present the best of natural flavors from the 
ingredients. Also, the ingredients here do not have much varieties to choose from, so chefs here turn 

the ingredients that we normally through away, into a high quality dish, i think its a truly surprise for 
me. I also think its cooking concept from their concentration on organic, environment friendly and 

sustainability mindset. I really like the lifestyle here, everyone take care of the environment.  

10. How do you think the danish lifestyle influence danish gastronomy? 
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People here are simple and cosy. I feel their lifestyle actually really involved in their service style. The 

waiters are friendly and casual, they will serve you the dish just out of kitchen.  Also they will introduce 
you what is inside of the dish and give them recommendations. In the whole procedure, you can really 

feel that there are communications between the restaurant and guest. It is very different from French 
formal and cliche style, but i think the way of serving is rooted in their cultural. So i think we should 

respect the difference.  

11. What do you think to try novel food? 
I have no fear to try the food that i don't know. Because first i think it must be safe to eat. And 

especially me, because I'm really passionate about cooking, so from the ingredients that i haven't try 
to the cooking skills that I don't know, I would love to experiences the novel food. In Copenhagen, i 

think trying new food it one of my motivation. 

12. What is your whole experiences? 
I think the more high-end restaurants in Copenhagen they serve more set menu. Normally gusts will 

choose a small set or a large one. I think it is convenient to guest who may get confused about the 
dishes. I also think in a set menu, you can feel chef’s philosophy from the starter to dessert. So guest 

just to to follow what is next. When i was dine at Amass, the restaurants is more formal than others 
that i went, their open space remind me elegant. For relea and 108, the space is quite packed, i think 

the atmosphere are more alive even the environment not that polished.    

13. What do you think the difference between restaurants? 
Even there are some restaurants in a similar range according to ranking system, But i think each 

restaurant has their own identity and specials. I think it helps people who have some understanding 
from their Nordic dining experiences to have a deeper memories. I think even many of restaurants in 

Copenhagen doing Nordic style, but in the similar theme, they have different approaches. So i think it 
is a motivation for people getting to know better Nordic Cuisine. Especially me, i would love to 

experiences every place. But for French style, the cooking ways are are more consistency and similar, 
because the whole procedure already very mature. But for Nordic style, they just established and still 

has lots of things to explore, so they are more adventure and innovative. There are so many different 
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aspects that i can experience with Nordic cuisine , so for me , its all about experiences.  Also, because 

Nordic Cuisine is always developing, so it is a good reason for people who interested in those 
changes to revisit Copenhagen.  

14. Do you think table manner has the influence on your gastronomy choice? 

From my perspective, as a tourist, I will take what they offers and accept their way of serving. 
Because when I decide to dine at the place, I already know that there must be differences comparing 

my daily life. I think i should take it as an experience instead of judging if i like it or not.  Also, 
comparing take pictures with the little mermaid, I think gastronomic travel theme is more focus on 

experiences, it is very important for me. As a independent traveler, i also feel young generation like 
me has more abilities to accept differences, we are more into seeking novelty.   

15. What value that you think you get from your meal. 

I think as a tourists, maybe they can not get the point of dish why expensive, they take their dining 
experience as one thing that they should do in Copenhagen. But for people really into gastronomy or 

working at related field, I think they are more understand and appreciate what is Nordic cuisine. I think 
my gastronomy experience help me to open my mind for everything, i should accept novelty and be 

creative, i think it stimulate my inspiration. 

16. Do you think stories behind chefs interesting ? 
I think their stores are one of the motivations that attracted me to go and experiences. I especially 

focus on how these chefs start at their early stages,  i think many of them have every exciting and 
encouraging stores. i think getting to know more knowledges about Danish gastronomy really helped 

me to un graded my whole experiences, i get more deep memories and resonate.I think it is very 
important to have a general knowledge of what i am going to see and experience in advance.  

17. What do you think about the social aspect on your dining experience? 

I think dining is a very important way of social, especially for us as Chinese, we do everything on the 
dining table, from hang out with friends to discuss business. But i think the way they are doing social 

here are more intimate and low-key. If the restaurant i really want to exploring their food, i will more 
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concentrate the food itself, but if my theme for that day is to meet friends, i thing social and 

communications more important  

18. What is your local Danish food experience? 
I had open sandwich, and got to know that is very traditional dish combined with rye bread and other 

meat, from here, i really realized the traditional food and new Nordic cuisine has clear difference. I 
don't like the traditional food, i think its too heavy. And also I think bad food experience has some 

impact on travel experience. If i had two or three experience that i had high expectation and they all let 
me down, i think it might influence my general image about my trip. But if i just had some traditional 

food which i did not like, it is totally fine for me because i know i just not use to eat it.  

19. Will you go to a place just for restaurants ? 
So far i will not, but maybe later i will get there. i think it takes times and experiences to fully involved 

in gastronomy as the main theme in my travel. i also think for Nordic cuisine, it still quite exclusive at 
least in China, so they may need more promotions. i feel the relayed organization did not pay attention 

on the gastronomy related themes.   

11. 5. Appendix 5. 


Interviewee: Xie KaiNan
Time: 04/08/2017
Location: oline

1. How did you decide to come to Copenhagen? 

I actually did not know Copenhagen and Denmark at all before. I start to have a bit impression about 
the city and the country because of Noma. I was dined at Noma years back when they just opened. 

The first time I was in Copenhagen, I remember I went to Tivoli and saw the little mermaid. But after 
that, even I still come back every year, but that all about the food and restaurants, I did not do ant 

sightseeings at all afterwards.  

2. How do you plan your gastronomic trip? 
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Normally I will book the table maybe half year ago. Because the true Michelins really hard to get the 

spot. It is not easy at the beginning. Also because I have a really busy job, as long as I can have 
some days off, I will take the chance to dine at Michelins. For me, now travel is all about fine-dining. I 

did not take my experiences as something special, that it what i need.  

3. How do you search information for the restaurants that you want to dine? 

I do not read articles from press, either reviews from online websites. Because I think dining 
experience is a very personal thing. It is not only because if the guest like the food or not, it is about 

what did they feel that night. It is a very subjective topic, so I think for a dining experience, the opinion 
differ from one person to another. But I do check ‘The Best 50 Restaurants’ list and Michelin guide. 

Even these two ranking also evaluate by people, but i think they are less subjective because food 
critic very professional, they know how to eliminate their personal emotions and judging the 

restaurants and the cuisines from more objective ways.    

4. Do you think the environment and atmosphere important for you when you dine at restaurants? 

I think it is very important. That is also the reason why I only dine at Michelins now. Comparing other 
eatery, at least I can be sure that the place is decent from outside. And also actually the physical 

environment has major influence on the dishes as well. If the environment is perfect matched with the 
dishes, I will feel the whole dining experience is upgraded. Also, I normally have no time to spend with 

friends during working days. Now I get in touch with my friends families normally online, travel is the 
only time that I can away from my busy job and really spend time with them. So it is s important to me 

that I can find a time to real talk with my friends and families. During my trip, I think when we eat, that 
is always the best time that we can sit down and communicate in person. So, when I go to fine-dining 

restaurants now, if the food just average, but I had a great time with my companies, I still think that 
was a good meal. I like the social vibe at Copenhagen, nothing too much”.  

5. What is your dining experience in Copenhagen? 

I come here every year since 2014. That was the first i dined at Noma and got into know Nordic style. 

I actually like the old days restaurants here more than now. I feel nowadays, the restaurants here are 
becoming too similar.  But still, I would say the dining experience in Copenhagen is one of my favorite. 
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I do like Japanese dining experience also, but Nordic style is more casual. The service here is decent, 

I think Geranium has the best service among all the Michelins in Copenhagen, maybe that is why they 
are the only one has three stars. The whole dining procedure is very smooth, nothing stand out, either 

service , interior or food, everything is combined perfectly, I think it is even harder than to find a 
highlight for a restaurant. But I do not like Relae at all. First, their menu is not worth of money. Even I 

know their style is organic and more vegetarian, But still I think they can do better. Also the service I 
will describe as ridiculous. No matter how is their concept is, but as a one Michelin star restaurant with 

that price, it is not acceptable that I need to pick the cutlery by myself.  But still, in general I think the 
dining experience is decent every time I come here.   

6. How do you use social medias in your gastronomic experiences? 

I use Instagram as a source to explore new dining places. Even I normally dine at Michelins, but still I 

will check their dishes, interior, style. Pictures are really important. Because in relation with food, 
before the guests actual taste it, it is all about presentation. I think it is also why Noma and the whole 

New Nordic cuisine can develop really quickly recent years. Because they understand the importance 
of presentation and innovation. I also have a personal accounts on Instagram and Weibo, I have quite 

a lot followers than I expected before. And from my followers feedback, they are also attracted by my 
pictures.    

11. 6. Appendix 6. 


Interviewee: Yan XueFei
Time: 05/08/2017
Location: online

1. Could you introduce yourself? 

Now I am living Ann Arbor , USA. I am an architect. And I also do blog.  

2.Why did you travel to Denmark? 
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I am interested in Europe for a long time, and I feel Denmark is a country has very unique lifestyle. 

That is why I would love to come and see and experience it. I was traveling other places in Europe, 
but in Denmark, I stayed the longest. 

3. What did you do in Denmark when you traveling? 

 I was doing everything that I planed to do, but I did not go to any sightseeing landmark, I even did not 
remember plan these in my travel schedule. The reason is only because I am not interested in visiting 

historical building anymore, I was seeing these places a lot when I was on other places before, I am 
really lost the interested. Now, I changed my preference and schedules from conventional 

sightseeings to focus on the specific things that I want to do. I would love to shopping and visiting 
places with design.  

4. How important local food  for you in your trip? 

It is getting quite important. Now I would love to visit a place only because I am interested in the food 
there. I think I am a foodie and in terms of gastronomy, I do not really care how much I spent on it. 

Now, I normally plan my trip around with food. But even I haven't just focus on food, but it is the very 
important part of my trip. 

5. What do you think Danish food? 

I think it is quite different from other places. I think the Danish cuisine really concentrate on use local 
ingredients, presentation also very important. Before I come here and travel around, I did not really 

know Danish food and their cuisines. But i heard about Noma for a really long while. Because I was 
doing research for my architecture project, the interior design from Noma attracted me. I did not go to 

many fine-dining restaurants, but I did go to several local food market. I especially like Torvehallner. 
Actually, the most important part which I liked the market is because of their design. I think the design 

and environment and the people there create the unique vibe for me. From there, I feel danish lifestyle 
also included in their cuisine. Such as in their presentation, normally it is a big plate with little food. I 

feel it is also presenting danish people normally keep the the distant with others.          
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I think Danish cuisine is nice, but I can not eat it for every dinner. I would love to experiences it but I 

will pick a special occasion. Also I am not afraid of new ingredients, such as the sour ant from, Noma, 
if I have the chance, i would love to try. I think it is quite interesting that I have the mentality as long as 

i am in a different destination, I should try whatever the things from local. That is the way that i identify 
my trip.  

6. How do you think the environment influencing you to evaluate your dining experience? 

I think it is very important, actually half of my focus mainly on the interior and the whole environment 
at the restaurant. It is important for me to see if the design at the restaurant matching with their dish’s 

style. I think atmosphere really important for a restaurants. From the dining partner to what music they 
play, these all count. Also i take dine at restaurant as a chance to have a social activity. Especially 

with friends, we would love to go to fancy restaurants, i know it sound superficial, but that just my 
tasty. I think my gastronomic experiences in Copenhagen give me new inspiration for my design 

project.  

7. How do you use online information and social medias ? 
I also will go to the places I think is nice. Especially from the bloggers recommendation online. I will 

check their pictures then if I think it is the place i like, I will go to other website to do more research. 
When i on social medias and searching, i mainly focus on pictures. Because I think presentation is 

everything. Also not only the dish, if the environment  is nice on the picture, I will be interested in for 
this destination in general.   

Also, I will watch some documentaries from <Chef’s table>. I am attracted by the restaurants in the 

documentary. I feel I have the new perception of what chef is doing after I watched the <Chef’s table>, 
I actually understand more of what their philosophy.  

I mentioned before that I am into the presentation of the cuisine here, and I think Instagram is the 

most important way for them to do marketing. 
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11. 7. Appendix 7. 


Interviewee: Zhao Ran
Time: 05/08/2017
Location: Copenhagen 
 
1. Could you introduce yourself? 

I from Beijing and I am an analyst.  

2. What was your first impression of Danish food? 
At the beginning I felt I was not interested in cold and raw food. I from Beijing and we like food warm 

with strong seasoning. But I like traditional danish food, because those are hot, salty and creamy.  

3. Then how do you get into know New Nordic cuisine? 
That was really a spontaneous story. I was with my ex-boyfriend, and we were walking wanted to find 

a place to eat. We check Yelp and found there is a one has very high recommendation, that is 
Geranium. Of course, I had no clue what was that back then. Actually the place quite hard to find it 

because it was at the top of one office. We arrived at the reception and the waiter asked if we had 
reservation, we said no. I remember the waiter really surprised that we did not book the table. But 

eventually we got a free table and the view was so beautiful. When we wanted to order from the 
menu, the waiter said they don't have the menu, everything is surprise. I was so surprised but I 

decided to try. That meal so far still the best experiences in my life even afterward I was dine at so 
many other places. I remember that was autumn menu, everything was just perfect, but not the 

dessert. We were invited to touring at the kitchen area when the meal going to the end, that was the 
first time I experienced that, even I did not know where I entered and What I was going to eat, but 

eventually, that was just perfect.     

4. Your experience quite unique and interesting, after Geranium, did you feel you get something from 
there? 

That was a great experience, but after that, I didn't start become a foodie until I met my friend, who 
was really into cooking. We did a lot of thing together because she wanted to cook with Nordic 
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ingredients. I was taught by a Italian food critic that if I did not eat the raw ingredient, I will not fullt 

understand what is a good dish. But after Geranium, I start pay some attention on New Nordic cuisine. 

5. Now you are a food critic and focus on New Nordic cuisine, so what was your understanding of this 
concept? 

The time that I start to really interested in New Nordic cuisine was after I ate Noma. If I took Geranium 
as the introduction day of Nordic Cuisine, Noma should be the first day at school. There were almost 

twenty dishes, everything was so interesting. After that meal, I started to search information about 
Noma, about their chef, about the whole New Nordic cuisine. The more I know, the more I get into the 

whole new concept and I felt they are really doing something so right. i started to got to know all the 
stories behind Noma, not only Rene, Claus Meyer is also a fantastic chef and entrepreneur. I would 

say, Noma is New Nordic, it was not only a restaurant, it is the brand new concept. In some extent, if 
there is no Noma, the New Nordic cuisine may not exist. So, when people always mentioned about 

Noma and related to Denmark, Copenhagen and the New Nordic cuisine, I think it is make sense and 
it is not extravagant Noma’s reputation. I think there must be a reason that every time people talked 

about New Nordic cuisine, they talked about Noma.  I really admire the spirit that in their cuisine, they 
want to adopt every thing from local. I know sometime it is difficult, but this is what are they woking on, 

I think that is also a way to stand out, because it is so unique. Especially we talk about tourism today, 
uniqueness is the key for motivated tourists to go a destination. I think Noma did it, the whole crew 

who working on the New Nordic cuisine concept, they have their way and mindset for creation and 
innovation. New Nordic for me is not a type of cuisine, that is a way to reformulating the whole value 

chain in food industry.  

6. Now you have really deep understanding of Now Nordic cuisine and especially for the fine-dining 

experiences. How do you find it is valuable for Chinese tourists who come here to get something from 
their gastronomy experiences? 

First, I think food related experiences are very personal. Especially when a guest dine at fine-dining 

restaurants, they do not just eat the food and evaluate their experiences based on the taste. Actually, 
their whole senses are actively involved. For me, now, after I had these many fine-dining experiences 
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in Copenhagen, I understand what is a good restaurants stand for. From the moment that you arrived 

at the front door, the whole gastronomy experience already started. For New Nordic cuisine, they are 
not just focus on the ingredients and the taste of food, every detail from serve to interior is designed. I 

remember when I dine at Killn Killn, the food actually really nice, but the service is a drawback. I know 
Kiin Kiin only can get one start Michelin because their service is not live up to higher standard. I 

actually liked there food especially the finger food is very interesting. But I remember there was water 
stains on the table after one dish. I was quite surprised that the waiter did not think that was a problem 

even I pointed out. I think they did not care, but I did.  So, not every restaurant is fancy and flawless. 
Maybe other people maybe not pay any attention on this, but if the restaurant want to show the best of 

them, they need to do it perfectly.  

I mentioned that dining experience is really personal, actually my first fine-dining experience is the 
best sample. When I ate at Geranium that day, the whole menu was represented autumn, even I was 

eating there, but I feel I went back to Beijing. This was so personal and magic. I think that is why some 
people said everyone can get something from New Nordic cuisine, it is. So for Chinese tourists, I think 

they should embrace the new concept and be positive. Actually I think young generation like us, we 
adapt new things very quickly. Just like me, even I had very bad impression at the beginning for 

danish food, but as long as I found out that New Nordic cuisine concept is the diet and lifestyle what I 
am looking for, I love it instantly.  

7. You said that you start understanding New Nordic cuisine after you dined at Noma and started 

learning these knowledge by yourself, how do you think for the Chinese tourists who has no basic 
knowledge at all, but still want to dine at Michelin restaurant? 

I highly suggested to tourists who want to go to Michelin restaurants but without any knowledge about 

ingredients and the concept of New Nordic cuisine, do not book the table and spend you money. It is 
really wasted of money. I am not saying that they do not deserve it, but I personally think, if they 

decided to go to Michelins without any understanding of that restaurant, they actually may 
disappointed after the meal. Especially for New Nordic cuisine restaurants in Copenhagen, the price is 

really high at Michelins.  And their style is unconventional, they don't even concentrate on the 
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minimum quantity of each dish, I find out portion is still a obstacle for Chinese tourists even young 

generation to understand. I had friends visiting, after the meal, they complained they still so hungry. I 
think from Chinese perception, they expecting as long as the restaurant is Michelin, it should be good 

and satisfy them in any sense. But the truth for New Nordic cuisine, they more concentrate on 
innovation and experiment, for me those are attractions, but for others maybe not.  

But there still another ways for Chinese tourists who want to enjoy New Nordic cuisine. Beside I hight 

recommended them to learn some general knowledge before dining, if they do not have time or 
interests but still want have dining experience in Copenhagen, I think there are many places rooted in 

New Nordic cuisine but not that sophisticated, for tourists who have not get in touch with New Nordic 
concept, these choice are smart and cost efficient.      

11. 8. Appendix 8. 


Interviewee: Liu Yin
Time: 05/08/2017
Location: Copenhagen

1. Could you introduce yourself a bit? 

I am the CEO of Dan Tour. I have more than 10 years experiences with tourism, especially Chinese 
tourists in Denmark. 

2. Whats your business range ? 

Massive group tour, business delegation and private design tour. Due to the Chinese government 
move, the first type of traveler is decreasing while the private independent travelers are increasing. 

Study tour and summer camp is new to Denmark so the market just started. 

3. What is business model of individual tour that you mentioned about? 
Because the clients have much broader information channels to getting to know Nordic countries 

tourism, such as travel authority, travel guide, friends word of month recommendation and social 
media contents, so before they come to Denmark, they already partly know some general knowledge 

about Denmark and has expectation on that. but the information that they got is pieces. so what we do 
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is to form a entire schedule which based on what they asked. we discuss with them and give 

suggestions, we help them to choose what included in the trip, and offer them a plan which suit with 
their demands. 

4. What type of clients that will choose this individual tours and what are their motivations to come to 

Denmark? 
Many of them are come with families or friends as a real small group. Many of my clients choose 

Denmark because they already went other part of Europe, also US, UK, New Zealand, after these 
places, they want to go somewhere different. So from the 1st tire cities clients, Nordic countries 

becomes their desire destinations. Also, Nordic countries and cities branding themselves as pure, 
clean, safe, happiness, those levering up the clients expectation for these places.  

5. What are your clients characteristics? 

Family oriented and their economic situation is relatively well. Because comparing other European 

places, the expenses in Nordic country is way much expensive. The clients who can afford this and 
travel independently are the people from middle-high class.  

Another reason is maybe due to they already visited other places. Clients come to Nordic countries as 

the first time outbound destination is rarely, they normally have come to Europe 2 or 3 times already.  
Before 2008, Nordic countries are a packaged that clients visit once together. Bur after, gradually, 

tourists start to limit the places they go, instead, they stay longer at one place to have more deeper 
and local experience.  

Normally, clients have 10 to 12 days in total. If they exclude Norway, they have more time to spend at 

Denmark and travel more deeply. But due to the transportation is very limited in Norway, if the clients 
demand to go, their time in Denmark will more limited. 

6. How important of danish gastronomy for your client ? 
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There are two types of clients. First group is they know New Nordic food quite well and they have very 

strong economic conditions. They know michelins, New Nordic Cuisine, Noma. they have the 
willingness and eager to experiences fine-dining restaurants. They would love to join the gastronomy 

tourism theme as ‘Michelin cruise tour’. They plan they trip according the michelin restaurants that 
they want to experience, from Noma to Greanium. this type of group people very rich and may want to 

invest in fine-dining restaurants or already run this business.  

Second, for tourists with average budget, they may want to go to Trovehallener. Recently, Chinese 
social medias along with other travel guides and tourism administrations’ websites, massively 

promoting Trovhallener. They created the traffic and take Torvehallener as a highlight place to 
enjoying danish local food. Normally they will choose open sandwich as a classic danish food. Also 

due to danish oyster is getting famous in China, so people also would love to try oyster. But because 
the food price in Denmark is much higher, so clients need to considering what to choose according 

their budget.  

Especially for Trovhallener, many of tourists think its a bit overrated. They hold very high expectation 
to go there, but they found out the first obstacle is language. Even young tourists can speak english, 

but food ingredient still unfamiliar for them. Also when the food mixed up with different ingredients, its 
hard to tell and choose what to order, they feel awkward by this. Also many of them end up with 

ordering open sandwich, and they feel it is not that specially. Overall, Trovehalllner does live up to 
tourists who hold very high expectations. 

7. What do your client think about eating Chinese food when they in Copenhagen? 

For group tour, 60%-70% of them want to eat Chinese food. 20%-30% want to eat local food. They 
think since they are traveling to other countries, they would love to choose local food instead of 

Chinese. Also, independent travelers do not want to eat with other massive group tour people, so the 
dislike of the Chinese restaurant environment  also as the reason why they choose local food. More, 

independent travelers who from middle classes and live in first tire cities, they already involve 
international food in their daily life, like Italian dishes, go to British afternoon tea, weekend brunch etc., 

so they have the general impression of what is other countries food. 
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8. Are your clients ask your for recommendations for danish food? 
Yes. we normally recommend roasted pork. And also if they ask us to help them to plan their whole 

trip, we give advice at the trip planning stage, because meals influence the final price that clients will 
pay. If the clients do not want us to plan their meals, they will find some places close to them and eat 

by themselves.  Because majority people travel in Copenhagen city center area and walking from one 
place to another, so the range of they can reach is limited by transportations. Also, they may instant 

reach where to eat through Google or App.  

9. What do your clients think about gastronomy experience in Copenhagen? 

Individual travelers normally they do not choose fast food chain at all. They think McDonald's not local 
at all and they don't like deep fired food. Also, they think eat at these fast food chain can not live up to 

their self-identities. 
  

There are also a significant gap between the ideal and actual dining experiencers when Chinese 
tourists dine at Nordic style restaurants. Due to the Chinese food cultural is people eat together and 

talk loud and the atmosphere very lively.  When the tourists to dine at western style restaurants, 
guests really formal and behave, and the whole dining lasting two or three hours with western 

etiquette style . They feel really restrained by the entire dining procedure.  

Independent travelers want to seek for novelty. They may assume the local food maybe not that tasty 
but they still want to try since they think its nice to experiences local food. But many of them just dine 

once at a Nordic dining restaurant within their entire trips. The reason both from the food itself, price 
and dining manners. Chinese people can not take bread or potato as carbs, and they also prefer meat 

than fishes. Also, Chinese people don't eat dessert after meal, so they think its waster of money to 
pay one scoop of ice cream which cost 95kr. Restaurants in Copenhagen is really expensive, also the 

portion of Nordic style of cuisine is small. Also, normally one set menu contain 5-7 courses, the long 
dining period for Chinese tourists is overwhelming.  
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Even though, many independent travelers still have one Nordic dining experiences. This is all because 

the social medias ‘sharing’ trend. They want to show to their family and social circles that they traveled 
to Denmark and experienced fine-dining. Capturing the dining scenario and posting pictures of where 

and what they eat on social medias sometimes already exceed the food and dining experiences per 
se. They have the mentality that they can state their prestige and personality by experience New 

Nordic Cuisine. As mentioned before, they may feel Torvehallerne overrated by internet, but they still 
posts something good in order to showing the pleasant side of their trip. For the places outside of 

Copenhagen, like farm or local organic fields, due to the limited time frame, traveler normally not 
include it in their trip.  

    
People often recommended by the concept of ‘organic’. But in contrast with Danish people care about 

organic food, Chinese people do not find its a interesting topic. The reason is these travelers will go 
back to China after the trip. And in China, the air pollution and food safety are two serious unsolved 

social problems. Tourists show more negative reactions if the promotion too focus on organic and 
clean lifestyle due to they feel their lifestyle in China is look downed and they feel uncomfortable when 

they go back to China.  

There a group of clients who come to Denmark for short term study. They want to improve themselves 
from both career and lifestyle. They are willing to pay for fine-dining experiences and gain some food 

knowledges. Also, some people want to spend money on the service from Michelin starts restaurants.  
Young generation is not very care about the travel expenses as long as they think it worth of money. 

Some people living hostel but still go to Michelin restaurants for curiosity and experiences.  They put 
enjoy gastronomy as their priority to do within their travel activities. Backpackers are very adventure to 

try local and street food.  

10. What is your opinion about promoting Danish gastronomy tourism to Chinese tourists? 
i would love to promoting danish gastronomy as a new elements for Danish tourism. many restaurants 

in Copenhagen have very good interior environment, this is also rooted from that Denmark is famous 
of their design. Some tourists are attracted and motivated to try fine-dining restaurants purely because 

they saw the beautiful pictures on social medias and they think is worth to experiences. In this sense, 
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for tourists who is not really familiar danish cuisine and dining cultural, fine interior and beautiful 

presentation of the cuisines are more attractive and powerful than food itself.      

11. 9. Appendix 9. 


Interviewee: Angle 
Time: 08/06/2017
Location: Online

1. Could you introduce yourself? 

I was study at UK, then moved to Denmark with my husband. 

2. What was your first impression of Danish food? 
Rye bread. Even I had serval years living experiences in overseas, but when I first tries that, I still 

remember I feel it was wired. And also, I was more familiar with traditional danish food, like potatoes, 
all these sauces, and pork. So for me, the first impression for danish food was their food actually not 

that different from English food. But even it was just potato, there are over 20 varieties, I found that so 
interesting.  

3. When do you think you start to pay attention on danish food? 

That was the time that I had a real good open sandwich. I remember I feel the ingredients were quite 
simple but the combination just right. Afterward, I even did research of this type of danish dish, I found 

out they have different combination and each ingredient should be matched with each other and 
mixed with certain source. I think it is quite different from what I though. I though all the ingredients are 

mixed randomly, but acutely they have their own rule of doing open-sandwich.  

4. You were more familiar with traditional danish food, do you feel danish gastronomy changing their 
ways? 

Definitely. Especially in Copenhagen, now you can find more fusion places to eat. I think actually it is a 
good thing for Chinese tourists who still want to have at least Asian food. I think majority people really 

adventure and would love to experience novel food. But the only thing that they feel difficult is danish 
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food are normally cold. I think if tourists wanted to eat other food, it was not because they don't like 

danish food, but they just really need something hot.  

5. What do you think about New Nordic cuisine and their concepts? 
I think the New Nordic cuisine really changed the gastronomy tourism in Denmark. Especially for all 

the Michelin starts restaurants, now they are leading Copenhagen toward to a fine-dining capital. I 
think tourists come here more or less know Copenhagen is famous of New Nordic fine-dining, at least 

they know Noma. I know someone dined at Noma or similar restaurants and really liked the concept. I 
think they evaluate depends on the dining experience is different from what they had before. But 

because I know danish food quite well, so I know some if the New dishes are original from very 
traditional danish dishes, the fine-ding chefs do it in a more presentation way. I think for some tourists 

who tried Michelin stars, they just want to have the pictures and statue that they had Michelin 
experiences, they want to use this title to differentiate from others. I think it is quite showing-off, but its 

also another way to remember a place. 

6. What do you think about danish lifestyle influence their gastronomy? 
I think organic concept is really involved in danish dishes and I am really attracted by it. It is not just 

because organic products are fancier than the normal version, it is sustainable and good for the whole 
environment. Also, when my friends and some tourists visit here, they are quite amazed how organic 

concept deeply rooted in the society. I think no matter it is traditional danish dishes or New Nordic 
cuisine, they both focus on utilizing local and seasonal ingredients, I think it is good both for the 

environment and the dish’s quality. Also because the restaurants change dishes according what they 
have for the season, both local and international guests go back every now and then to enjoy the 

gastronomy.  

7. When you dine out at danish restaurants or set the table at home, do you feel the whole 
environment influence guests dining experiences? 

I think the dining environment and the presentation are both very important. I am collaborating with 
Royal Copenhagen and helping them to do table setting and dishes presentation. I found out guests 

more enjoy when the dish has a great presentation, even the quantity if the food is way much smaller 
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than traditional portions, but guests satisfied because it looks beautiful. Also when they know the 

serving tray from Royal Copenhagen, they are so happy and taking pictures.  I also think it is the 
mentality for the young tourists, they want to use some “name”, either New Nordic Michelin 

restaurants either Royal Copenhagen to identifying they have some  exclusive experiences just for 
Copenhagen and Denmark.  

8. You are a social media operator, which channel and what element do you think important to attract 

users? 
I think good pictures are most important. So, Instagram or instant short posts on social medias are 

most attractive and efficient way of catch tourists attentions. I would spend three times more woking 
on how can I make the picture flawless, but the texts in the less priority. Especially for gastronomy, 

before guests actually be there and taste it, even words hard to explain and describe in detail about 
the whole experiences. Also, nowadays, young generation spoiled with massive instant informations, 

they do not very interesting in ti read the long articles. So, picture is a better way to presenting the 
dish and the interior, which may motivated tourists to go and dine there.  

9. Do you think your way of traveling changed after you get into more about food and gastronomy? 

Definitely. Now, many places I go, I rent a car and finding local good foods. I take every trip as a 
chance to relax and enjoy my life. Before I was busy with took pictures with all the famous 

sightseeings, but now, I really need something more local and deep. I think gastronomy offered me 
the opportunities that I can both enjoy local life and learn some knowledges from there.  

10. What do you think about dine at Chinese restaurant  when you travel aboard? 

I will not do it for sure. I eat and cook Chinese food everyday. When I travel to other countries, I take 
the chance to get away from my daily life. Normally, during my trip, I plan to have one dinner each day 

at local restaurant or at least eat some local foods. For tourists who travel in Copenhagen, dine out 
every day maybe too expensive, but I still recommend to experiencing one or two meals either 

traditional danish food or New Nordic cuisine. Gastronomy tourism is a chance to receive new 
knowledge and be open-minded. 
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Bon appétit




